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CALABI-YAU STRUCTURES ON TOPOLOGICAL FUKAYA CATEGORIES
VIVEK SHENDE AND ALEX TAKEDA
ABSTRACT. We develop a local-to-global formalism for constructing Calabi-Yau structures for global sections of con-
structible sheaves or cosheaves of categories. The required data — an isomorphism of the sheafified Hochschild homology
with the topological dualizing sheaf — specializes to the classical notion of orientation when applied to the category of local
systems on a manifold. We apply this construction to the cosheaves on arboreal skeleta arising in the microlocal approach to
the A-model.
1. INTRODUCTION
The category of boundary conditions in an extended 2d topological field theory carries a Calabi-Yau structure,
which in turn determines the theory [40, 13, 48]. Examples include the categories of boundary conditions in the A
or B topological string theories, the objects of which are Lagrangians in symplectic manifolds, or coherent sheaves
on Calabi-Yau algebraic varieties. Other invariants associated to these theories are expected to be determined by the
Calabi-Yau categories, including the partition function, or Gromov-Witten type invariants [14], and in the CY3 case,
the Donaldson-Thomas type invariants [42, 43]. Moduli of objects in such categories should carry shifted symplectic
structures and admit quantizations [62, 10, 9].
Our purpose here is to construct Calabi-Yau structures on the categories arising in the microlocal approach to the A-
model. This approach both lends itself to explicit calculations and has good functorial properties, leading for instance
to ‘mirror’ identifications with categories of coherent sheaves [21, 55, 56, 25], and identifications of cluster structures
on moduli [69, 68]. Another feature of the microlocal approach is that the categories and moduli spaces which arise
are often manifestly identified with spaces of independent interest, e.g. moduli spaces of local systems, irregular
local systems, positroid varieties, multiplicative Nakajima varieties, and the A-polynomial of a knot (we review these
examples in Section 6).
The categories arising in microlocal geometry can be described as global sections of certain constructible sheaves
of categories. Thus we will first develop some local-to-global methods for constructing Calabi-Yau structures, and
then apply them in the context of interest.
The data of a Calabi-Yau structure is roughly an isomorphism of the diagonal bimodule with a shift of its dual. In
fact there are two such notions, corresponding to two ways of dualizing the diagonal. The first, called a proper or right
Calabi-Yau structure, corresponds to isomorphism of the diagonal bimodule with its shifted linear dual. This is often
discussed in terms of the corresponding system of isomorphisms Hom(x, y) ∼= Hom(y, x)∗[−d]. The other variant,
called a smooth or left Calabi-Yau structure, corresponds to an isomorphism between the diagonal bimodule and a
shift of its bimodule dual. Both these structures can be specified in terms of a trace on or element of the Hochschild
complex CC•(C), this being the (derived) tensor product of the diagonal bimodule with itself, and the state space
associated to the circle by the topological field theory. In fact one must therefore require that everything respect the
circle action on the Hochschild complex.
From a constructible sheaf F of categories on X, we wish to produce from local data a map CC•(F(X))→ k[−d];
from a constructible cosheaf of categories F on X, we wish to produce from local data a map k[d]→ CC•(F(X)).
Hochschild homology is functorial, so U 7→ CC•(F(U)) determines a presheaf. In general it is not a sheaf:
when C is the constant sheaf of categories, CC•(F(U)) can be identified with cochains on the free loop space of U .
Nevertheless we may form the sheafification CC•(F) of this presheaf, and seek a local construction of a morphism
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CC•(F)(X) → k[−d]. By composition with the natural morphism CC•(F(X)) → CC•(F)(X), such a morphism
would determine an orientation. The local data which integrates to such a map is precisely a morphism to the Verdier
dualizing sheaf. Moreover, it is possible to formulate a local version of the condition that the resulting trace induces a
perfect pairing.
Definition 1. (Local orientations) Let X be a stratified topological space of dimension d; we write ωX for its Verdier
dualizing sheaf. Let F be a sheaf of categories on X. Then an orientation of (X,F) is a morphism
CC•(F)S1 → ωX[−d]
For an open subset U ⊂ X, and objects x, y ∈ F(U), we write F∆(x, y) for the constructible sheaf of morphisms
on U . An orientation induces a morphism
F∆(x, y)→ HomU (F∆(y, x), ωU )[−d]
We say the orientation is non-degenerate if this morphism is an isomorphism; this is only possible if the stalks of F
are proper categories.
Example. Let M be a manifold and k a field. Let Loc be the sheaf of categories of local systems of k-vector spaces
on M . ThenCC•(Loc) = kM . An orientation of (M,Loc) is a choice of isomorphism kM ∼= ωM [−dimM ], i.e., an
orientation of M in the sense of topology.
We show (Prop. 21) that if X is compact, a non-degenerate local orientation indeed induces a proper Calabi-
Yau structure on F(X), and more generally (Prop. 22) that if the noncompactness of X is exhausted by ∂X, then
F(X)→ F(∂X) carries a relative right Calabi-Yau structure.
Often, proper categories arise as the finite dimensional module categories over some category with infinite dimen-
sional Hom spaces – e.g., finite rank C-local systems on M as representations of the algebra of chains C∗(ΩM),
generally infinite-dimensional over C. In the cases of interest, these infinite dimensional preduals have a different sort
of finiteness: they are homologically smooth, in the sense that the diagonal bimodule is perfect as a bimodule. In this
case one can ask for a cotrace inducing an isomorphism of the diagonal bimodule with its bimodule dual. Such is
called a smooth or left Calabi-Yau structure. It is more fundamental, in particular inducing a right Calabi-Yau structure
on the finite-dimensional-module category. There is also a relative version of this notion [9].
If the sheaf F is the pseudo-perfect modules over a cosheaf of smooth categoriesW , we show that an orientation
of F also induces smooth Calabi-Yau structures on sections ofW:
Theorem 2. Let (X, ∂X) be a stratified space of dimension d with compact boundary ∂X, with a locally saturated
constructible cosheaf of smooth categoriesW and its sheaf of pseudo-perfect modulesWpp. Then a non-degenerate
local orientation onWpp induces a relative proper (or right) Calabi-Yau structure of dimension d on the restriction
Wpp(X)→Wpp(∂X)
together with a compatible (absolute) proper Calabi-Yau structure of dimension (d− 1) onWpp(∂X), and a relative
smooth (or left) Calabi-Yau structure of dimension d on the corestriction
W(∂X)→W(X)
together with a compatible (absolute) smooth Calabi-Yau structure of dimension (d− 1) onW(∂X).
In [76], the authors construct moduli spaces of objects in dg categories with suitable finiteness conditions; which
are satisfied for a homotopy-finite colimit of smooth proper categories, hence for the global sections of our cosheaves.
While the moduli construction takes as input a category like W(X), the resulting space M(W(X)) parameterizes
objects in Wpp(X). In particular, the inclusion of the boundary ∂X → X gives a map W(∂X) → W(X) hence
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W(X)pp →W(∂X)pp and correspondingly on moduliM(W(X))→M(W(∂X)). IfW carries a relative orientation,
then, as we have shown, the mapW(∂X) → W(X) is (left) Calabi-Yau. In this situation it is asserted by [9] that the
corresponding map on moduli M(W(X)) → M(W(∂X)) should be a derived Lagrangian morphism in the sense
of [62, 10], and it is asserted that a detailed argument will appear in upcoming article. From such a result we could
deduce:
Corollary 3. Let (X, ∂X) be a stratified space of dimension d with compact boundary ∂X, with a locally saturated
constructible cosheaf of smooth categoriesW and its sheaf of pseudo-perfect modulesWpp. Then a non-degenerate
local orientation on the sheaf of proper categories Wpp gives a (3 − n)-shifted symplectic structure on the moduli
spaceMW(∂X) parametrizing objects inWpp(∂X) and a Lagrangian structure on the morphism
MW(X) →MW(∂X)
corresponding to restriction of objects inWpp(X) to the boundary. In the case where ∂X = ∅ this gives a (2 − d)-
shifted symplectic structure on the moduli of global objectsMW(X).
The main motivation and example will be the co/sheaves which microlocal sheaf theory associates to a (singular)
Legendrian. We restrict attention to the ‘arboreal’ setting of [53]. As we survey in Section 6, many categories of
interest arise in this setting. In fact, by the results of [54], results in the arboreal setting suffice to treat the general
case; we will not however explain the reduction in detail.
The arboreal singularities of [53] are a certain class of local models of Legendrian singularities. The microlocal
sheaf theory equips the underlying topological spaces with certain constructible co/sheaves of categories. As explained
in [53], the resulting co/sheaves can be built directly from the representation theory of tree quivers.
We adopt here the latter combinatorial point of view, which we review in Section 3. In brief, to each tree T is
attached a certain stratified topological space T such that each stratum is labelled by a tree and each attaching map is
labelled by a correspondence of trees. There is a constructible cosheaf of smooth categoriesWT on T, whose stalks
are quiver representation categories, and whose cogenerization maps are given in terms of correspondences of quivers.
By construction, the cosheafWT is locally saturated and exact. We will also be interested in the sheaf of categories
formed by its pseudo-perfect modulesWppT ; this is a sheaf of proper categories. We will show:
Theorem 4. Let ~T be a rooted tree, and T the corresponding arboreal singularity. ThenCC•(Wpp) and the dualizing
complex ωT[−dimT] are isomorphic. The isomorphism is unique up to a scalar, and induces a non-degenerate
orientation onWpp.
Let us now indicate how these notions globalize.
Definition 5. A locally arboreal space is a stratified space X equipped with a locally saturated and exact cosheaf of dg
categoriesW such that (X,W) is locally modelled on (T× Rn,WT).
Thus if (X,W) is a locally arboreal space, the obstruction to its global orientability is the nontriviality of the rank
one local system Hom(CC•(Wpp), ωX[−dimX]). This is classified by the corresponding element of H1(X, k∗).
We will show that this is in fact an element of H1(X,±1), which we term the first Stiefel-Whitney class of the
locally arboreal space (X,W). When this obstruction vanishes, a choice of isomorphismCC•(Wpp) ∼= ωX[− dimX]
determines a relative left Calabi-Yau structure onW(∂X)→W(X), and a right Calabi-Yau structure
Throughout we will work with coefficients in a field k. All functors in this paper should be understood as derived,
unless explicitly defined otherwise.
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2. CALABI-YAU STRUCTURES AND LOCAL ORIENTATIONS
2.1. DGeneralities. Foundational discussions of dg categories can be found in [38, 39, 17, 73]. DG categories can
also be defined by specializing the theory of stable∞-categories [47, 48, 24]. Here we will first specify the scope of
our definitions, relying on notations and definitions of [24], and will later review some facts relevant to us, following
in some parts [9].
By (small) dg category we will mean an object of the (∞, 1)-category dgstk whose objects are small stable differ-
ential Z-graded categories over k, with morphisms given by exact functors. We will use also two (∞, 1)-categories
of presentable dg categories. dgStLk denotes the (∞, 1)-category whose objects are presentable dg categories, with
morphisms given by cocontinuous functors (i.e. preserving colimits, or equivalently functors which are left adjoints).
dgStRk denotes the category with the same objects, but where morphisms are continuous functors (i.e. preserving
limits or equivalently functors which are right adjoints).
2.1.1. Limits and colimits of dg categories. Ind-completion gives a functor dgstk → dgStLk which preserves colimits,
and taking adjoints gives a equivalence dgStLk → (dgStRk )op, thus sending colimits in dgStLk to limits in dgStRk . It is
also a fact that the inclusion dgStRk ↪→ dgStk (into the category of presentable dg categories with all exact functors)
preserves limits. Therefore colimits in dgstk can be calculated as limits in dgStk.
2.1.2. Internal hom. Categories of dg functors are again dg categories. We write Hom(A,B) for the (right-derived)
internal Hom in the category dgstk, localized at quasi-equivalences. Moreover all other functors between dg categories
we write will take to be derived.
2.1.3. Modules and bimodules. The categories of right A-modules, left A-modules and A,B-bimodules are:
Mod -A = Hom(Aop,Modk), A- Mod = Hom(A,Modk), A- Mod -B = Hom(A⊗ Bop,Modk)
These categories have all limits and colimits, and moreover taking limit or colimit commutes with evaluation.
We will say that an object P of Mod -A is perfect or compact if the functor Mod -A → Modk given by M 7→
HomMod -A(P,M) commutes with filtered colimits (equivalently, direct sums thus and all colimits). We will denote
as Perf -A the full dg subcategory of Mod -A spanned by such objects, and analogously we can define A- Perf as a
full dg subcategory of A- Mod.
There is a (derived) tensor product ⊗A : Mod -A⊗A- Mod→ Modk pairing right and left modules.
2.1.4. Diagonal bimodule. The Hom pairing (a, a′) 7→ A(a′, a) can be viewed as a bimodule A∆ in A- Mod -A,
called the diagonal bimodule. Writing Ae = A⊗Aop, this bimodule can also be viewed as a an element of Ae- Mod
or Mod -Ae. It induces the identity functor in Hom(Mod -A,Mod -A).
2.1.5. Hochschild complex. We write:
CC•(A) := A∆ ⊗Ae A∆ ∈ Modk
for the Hochschild complex of A, where the A∆ are viewed as elements of Mod -Ae and Ae- Mod, rather than as
bimodules.
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The (derived) tensor product can be computed by forming a bar resolution of A∆. The bar resolution carries
a homotopy S1 action, whose homotopy orbits CC•(A)S1 and fixed points CC•(A)S1 were classically termed the
cyclic and negative cyclic complexes. [35, 36]
One can also consider Hochschild homology with coefficients in an arbitrary A,A-bimoduleM, defined by
CC•(A,M) := A∆ ⊗AeM∈ Modk
.
2.1.6. Linear and bimodule duals. For anyM in A- Mod -B, we define its linear dual
M∗ = Homk(M, k)
which is an object of B- Mod -A. Explicitly, as a functorM∗ : B ⊗Aop → Modk, it is given by
(b, a) 7→ Homk(M(a, b), k)
We define also the bimodule dual ofM
M! = HomA⊗Bop(M,A∆ ⊗k B∆)
The bimodule dual also carries the structure of a B,A-module; to see this, note that A∆ ⊗k B∆ carries the structure
of a A⊗Aop ⊗ B ⊗ Bop module, so explicitly as a functorM! : B ⊗Aop → Modk the bimodule dual is given by
(b, a)→ HomA⊗Bop(M(−,−),A(−, a)⊗ B(b,−))
Remark. These duals are also called in the literature respectively right dual and left dual, or respectively proper dual
and smooth dual; this comes from looking atM as an object of A ⊗ Bop- Mod -k. However since we will already
have too many objects labelled by the words right and left we will use the terminology linear and bimodule dual to
avoid confusion.
For any bimoduleM there is an adjunction
−⊗A⊗BopM : B- Mod -A Modk : Homk(M,−)
M is called linear-dualizable (or right-dualizable) if the natural transformation − ⊗k M∗ → Homk(M,−) is
an equivalence of functors. Equivalently, M is linear-dualizable if it always evaluates to a perfect k-complex,
i.e. M(a, b) ∈ Perfk for every (a, b) ∈ A ⊗ Bop. In that case, there is a canonical isomorphism of bimodules
M '→ (M∗)∗, so we also get another adjunction
M∗ ⊗A⊗Bop − : A- Mod -B  Modk :M⊗k −
Conversely, for any bimoduleM there is an adjunction
M⊗k − : Modk  A- Mod -B : HomA⊗Bop(M,−)
M is called bimodule-dualizable (or left-dualizable) if the natural transformationM!⊗A⊗Bop− → HomA⊗Bop(M,−)
is an equivalence of functors. EquivalentlyM is bimodule-dualizable if it is perfect as a bimodule. In that case we get
a canonical isomorphism of bimodulesM '→ (M!)!, and we also have another adjunction
M! ⊗k − : Modk  A- Mod -B :M⊗B⊗Aop −
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2.1.7. Properness and smoothness. A dg category A is said to be proper if all the Hom spaces are perfect as k-
complexes, which is equivalent to the diagonal bimodule A∆ being linear dualizable. In this case the dual of
Hochschild homology can be computed in terms of the linear dual A∗∆ (by adjunction):
Homk(CC•(A), k) = Homk(A∆ ⊗Ae A∆, k) = HomAe(A∆,A∗∆)
A dg category A is said to be smooth if the diagonal bimodule is perfect as a module over Ae, or equivalently
bimodule-dualizable. In this case the Hochschild homology of A can be calculated in terms of A!∆:
CC•(A) = Homk(k,A∆ ⊗Ae A∆) = HomAe(A!∆,A∆)
When the category A is both proper and smooth, these bimodules give endofunctors on Perf -A, and moreover the
functors −⊗A A!∆ and −⊗A A∗∆ are inverse autoequivalences.
The discussion above also holds for coefficients in an arbitrary A,A-bimoduleM. That is, if A is proper there is
a canonical isomorphism
Homk(CC•(A,M), k) = HomAe(M,A∗∆)
and if A is smooth there is a canonical isomorphism
CC•(A,M) = HomAe(A!∆,M)
.
2.1.8. Calabi-Yau structures [41, 28].
Definition 6. A d-dimensional proper (or right) Calabi-Yau structure on a proper dg category A is a map
CC•(A)S1 → k[−d]
so that the induced morphism in Hom(CC•(A), k[−d]) = HomAe(A,A∗[−d]) is an isomorphism.
A d-dimensional smooth (or left) Calabi-Yau structure on a smooth dg category A is a map
k[d]→ CC•(A)S1
so that the induced morphism in Hom(k[d],CC•(A)) = HomAe(A![d],A) is an isomorphism.
Suppose that A is smooth, and P is a full dg subcategory spanned by a set of locally proper objects, i.e. for any
objects p ∈ P and a ∈ A, the hom space is a perfect complex: A(a, p) ∈ Perfk. Then it can be proven [9] that a
smooth CY structure on A automatically gives a proper CY structure on P . Explicitly, consider the functor
D : A- Mod -A → (P- Mod -P)op
which to an A,A-bimodule M associates the P,P-bimodule
(p, q) 7→ HomA(M(q,−),A∆(p,−))
Proposition 7. [9] The functor D maps A∆ to P∆, A!∆ to P∗∆, and the induced map
CC•(A) ∼= HomAe(A!∆,A∆)→ HomPe(P∆,P∗∆) ∼= Homk(CC•(P), k)
is compatible with the S1 action and takes smooth Calabi-Yau structures to proper Calabi-Yau structures. Moreover
if P ∼= A is smooth and proper, then the functor D is an auto-equivalence.
Remark. Note that if A is not both smooth and proper, in general one cannot reverse the procedure above and get a
smooth CY structure on A from a proper CY structure on some proper subcategory P .
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2.2. Relative Calabi-Yau structures [74, 9]. Consider a dg functor f : A → B between two dg categories. This
gives functors between the module categories: writing F = f ⊗ fop : Ae → Be there is an adjunction of (derived)
functors
F! : A- Mod -A B- Mod -B : F ∗
The functor F ∗ is easy to calculate explicitly: the underived functor given by sending a (B,B)-bimodule N to the
bimodule
(a, a′) 7→ N (f(a), f(a′))
is already exact, so the (derived) functor F ∗ is precisely given by this construction. Its left adjoint F! is more compli-
cated: for a A,A-bimoduleM we have
F!M =M⊗Ae F ∗(Be) = (fop)∗(B∆)⊗AM⊗A f∗(B∆)
where the tensor products are understood in the derived sense. In the last term, (fop)∗(B∆) is an object of B- Mod -A
given by pulling back the diagonal bimodule B∆ on the right, i.e.
(fop)∗(B∆)(b, a) = B∆(b, f(a))
and f∗(B∆) is an object of A- Mod -B given by pulling back B∆ on the left, i.e.
f∗(B∆)(a, b) = B∆(f(a), b)
There is a natural ‘unit’ morphism of (A,A)-bimodules u : A∆ → F ∗B∆, which on pairs of objects (a, a′) maps
A(a′, a) 7→ B(f(a′), f(a))
By adjunction this gives a ‘counit’ morphism of (B,B)-bimodules c : F!A∆ → B
These functors also interact nicely with the linear and bimodule duals we defined above: for any bimodule N ∈
B- Mod -B we have a canonical equivalence
F ∗(N ∗) ∼= (F ∗N )∗
Conversely, for a bimodule-dualizable M ∈ A- Mod -A one can use the adjunctions above to show that there is a
canonical equivalence
F!(M!) ∼= (F!M)!
A functor f : A → B induces a map of Hochschild complexes f] : CC•(A) → CC•(B), compatible with the S1
action. We define the relative Hochschild complex
CC•(f) := Cone(CC•(A)→ CC•(B))
which also carries a compatible S1 action.
An element of Homk(CC•(f), k[−d+ 1]) is determined up to homotopy by the data of maps
ω : CC•(B)→ k[−d+ 1], ξ : CC•(A)→ k[−d]
such that ξ gives a null-homotopy of ω◦f] : CC•(A)→ k[−d+1]. WhenA and B are proper, we have isomorphisms
Homk(CC•(A), k) = HomAe(A∆,A∗∆) and Homk(CC•(B), k) = HomBe(B∆,B∗∆) and the data above gives a
morphism ω : B∆ → B∗∆[−d+ 1] in B- Mod -B and a morphism A∆
ξ→ A∗∆[−d]→ Cone(u∗)[−1] which assemble
into a morphism of distinguished triangles in A- Mod -A
A∆ u //

F ∗B∆ //
F∗ω

Cone(u)

Cone(u∗)[−1] // F ∗B∗∆[−d+ 1]
u∗
// A∗∆[−d+ 1]
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An element of Homk(k[d],CC•(f)) is determined up to homotopy by the data of maps
ω : k[d− 1]→ CC•(A), ξ : k[d]→ CC•(B)
such that ξ gives a null-homotopy of f] ◦ ω : k[d− 1]→ CC•(B) When A and B are smooth, we have isomorphisms
CC•(A) = HomAe(A!∆,A∆) and CC•(B) = HomBe(B!∆,B∆) and then the data above gives a morphism ω :
A!∆[d − 1] → A∆ and a morphism Cone(c!) → B!∆[d]
ξ→ B∆ which assemble into a morphism of distinguished
triangles, this time in B- Mod -B
B!∆[d− 1]
c!
//

F!A!∆[d− 1] //
F!ω

Cone(c!)

Cone(c)[−1] // F!A∆ c // B∆
Definition 8. [9] A d-dimensional proper (or right) relative Calabi-Yau structure on dg functor f : A → B between
proper dg categories is a map
CC•(f)S1 → k[−d+ 1]
(i.e. a degree −d + 1 element of the dual of the relative cyclic complex) so that the induced map of distinguished
triangles in A- Mod -A (first of the two above) is an isomorphism.
A d-dimensional smooth (or left) relative Calabi-Yau structure on dg functor f : A → B between smooth dg
categories is a map
k[d]→ CC•(f)S1
(i.e. a degree d element of the relative negative cyclic complex) so that the induced map of distinguished triangles in
B- Mod -B (second of the two above) is an isomorphism.
2.3. Sheaves, cosheaves, bimodules and Hochschild homology.
2.3.1. Sheaves and cosheaves of categories. A C-valued presheaf on X is a functor Opens(X)op → C; it is a sheaf if
carries covers to limits. Likewise a cosheaf is a functor Opens(X)→ C; it is a cosheaf if it carries covers to colimits.
When C is an (∞, 1)-category, the functor, limits, and colimits should be understood as being in the (∞, 1)-categorical
sense. In the rest of this paper, by (co)sheaf of dg categories we will mean a (co)sheaf valued in the (∞, 1)-category
dgstk of small stable dg categories, and say explicitly when we want to consider the big categories dgSt
L
k or dgSt
R
k .
Given a cosheaf W valued in dgstk, as explained above in section 2.1, one can ind-complete and obtain a cosheaf
W valued in dgStLk . Taking adjoints then gives a sheaf W valued in dgStRk .
2.3.2. The sheaf of pseudo-perfect modules over a cosheaf of categories. We assume the regularity condition that X
can be stratified by finitely many strata. We fix this stratification from now on and restrict attention to sheaves and
cosheaves constructible for this stratification.
Definition 9. Let X be a stratified space andW a constructible cosheaf of dg categories on X, with corestriction maps
ιVU :W(U)→W(V ) for U ⊆ V . Then the sheaf of pseudo-perfect modulesWpp is a sheaf of categories assigning
U 7→ Hom(W(U)op,Perfk)(= pseudo-perfect right modules overW(U))
with restriction maps given by the pullback (ιVU )
∗.
Wpp is easily seen to be a sheaf, since for a cover U = ∪iUi we have
Wpp(U) = Hom(W(U),Perfk) ∼= Hom(colim
i
W(Ui),Perfk) ∼= lim
i
Hom(W(Ui),Perfk) = lim
i
Wpp(Ui)
Remark. Since ind-completion of dg categories is given by the Yoneda embedding A → Hom(A,Modk), we can
identify the sheaf of pseudo-perfect modulesWpp with a subsheaf of the big sheafW.
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Lemma 10. [76] If A is a smooth dg category, then every pseudo-perfect module over A is also perfect (i.e. compact
in Mod -A)
Over any open set U , we thus have a fully faithful inclusionWpp(U) ↪→ Perf -W(U) ∼= W(U), where the latter
equivalence holds because we assume that all our categories are stable (pretriangulated).
Definition 11. LetW be a constructible cosheaf of dg categories on X. We will say thatW is locally saturated if all
stalks are smooth and proper (i.e. saturated in the sense of [76])
Lemma 12. This is equivalent to the condition that the inclusions above Wpp(U) ↪→ Perf -W(U) ∼= W(U) are
quasi-isomorphisms for small enough U .
Lemma 13. LetW be a locally saturated constructible cosheaf of triangulated dg categories. ThenW(U) is smooth
andWpp(U) is proper for any open set U .
Proof. By constructibility around any point there is a small open U such that the stalk is isomorphic toW(U), and
by our regularity condition any open set U can be covered by finitely many such small open sets U; the lemma follows
from the fact that finite colimits of smooth categories are smooth and finite limits of proper categories are proper. 
2.3.3. Evaluating sheaves and cosheaves of categories. The (co)sheaf condition on pre(co)sheaves of categories im-
plies that the Hom spaces between objects also follow gluing conditions. This is made precise by the following
lemmata.
Lemma 14. (The diagonal sheaf of bimodules F∆) Let F be a constructible sheaf of dg categories over X, with
restriction functors denoted ρVU : F(V ) → F(U). Let us denote RVU = ρVU ⊗ (ρVU )op. Then the F(X)- Mod -F(X)-
valued presheaf that assigns
U 7→ (RXU )∗F(U)∆
with restriction maps given by applying (RXV )
∗ to the canonical ‘unit’ maps
F(V )∆ → (RVU )∗F(U)∆
is a sheaf.
Proof. Limits can be computed pointwise in the category of bimodules, so it is enough to check that for any two
objects x, y ∈ F(X), the presheaf
U 7→ (RXU )∗F(U)∆(x, y) = F(U)(ρVUx, ρVU y)
is a sheaf. This follows immediately from the fact that F is a sheaf of categories. 
To prove a similar statement for a cosheaf of categories, we will require the following relation between pushfor-
wards and pullbacks under adjoint maps:
Lemma 15. Let ι : A ↔ B : ρ be adjoint maps, with I = ι⊗ ιop Then we have
I!A∆ = (ιρ)∗B∆
Proof. We have the following computation
I!A∆ = (ιop)!ι!A∆ = (ιop)! ((ιop)∗B∆)⊗A A∆) = (ιop)!(ιop)∗B∆
However by adjunction we have
(ιop)∗B∆(−,−) = HomB(ι(−),−) = HomA(−, ρ(−)) = ρ∗A∆(−,−)
and moreover ρ∗ and (ιop)! commute since they act on opposite sides of the bimodule, so furthermore
I!A∆ = ρ∗(ιop)!A∆ = ρ∗ι∗A∆ = (ιρ)∗A∆
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by the same argument as above. 
Lemma 16. (The diagonal cosheaf of bimodulesW∆) LetW be a constructible cosheaf of dg categories over X, with
corestriction functors denoted ιVU :W(U)→W(V ). Let us denote IVU = ιVU ⊗ (ιVU )op. Then theW(X)- Mod -W(X)-
valued precosheaf that assigns
U 7→ (IXU )!W(U)∆
with corestriction maps given by applying (IXV )! to the canonical ‘counit’ maps
(IVU )!W(U)∆ →W(V )∆
is a cosheaf.
Proof. Let U ⊆ X be any open set with a cover U = ∪iUi. Note that by definition the pullback I∗ is functorial for
compositions and so is its adjoint I!, so it is enough to check that the cosheaf condition holds on U , i.e.
W(U)∆ ∼= colim
i
(IUUi)!W(Ui)∆
Cocompleting we get a dgStLk valued cosheafW with corestriction maps ιVU , or equivalently a dgStRk valued sheaf
with restriction maps ρVU . We use the lemma above to rewrite the colimit
colim
i
(IUUi)!W(Ui)∆(−,−) = colimi (ι
V
Uρ
V
U )
∗W(U)∆(−,−) = HomW(U)(−, colim
i
(ιVUρ
V
U (−)))
Now, for any objects x, y ofW(U), we calculate the following morphism space
HomW(U)(colim
i
(ιVUρ
V
Ux), y) = lim
i
HomW(Ui)(ι
V
Uiρ
V
Uix, y) = limi
HomW(Ui)(ρ
V
Uix, ρ
V
Uiy) = HomW(U)(x, y)
since this is the restriction map of the sheaf of categoriesW. Thus the natural map
colim
i
(ιVUρ
V
U (x))
∼→ x
is an isomorphism and we have by the calculation above colimi (IUUi)!W(Ui)∆ = W(U)∆. But since the Yoneda
embeddingW(U) ↪→W(U) is fully faithful, restricting the bimodules above toW(U) gives the desired result. 
2.3.4. Sheafified and cosheafified Hochschild homology. Let X be a topological space and F a sheaf of dg categories
over X. Taking Hochschild complexes gives a covariant functor, so there is a corresponding presheaf of complexes
CCpre• (F) given by CCpre• (F)(U) = CC•(F(U)). This is not generally a sheaf; we write CC•(F) for its sheafifi-
cation. All the restriction functors are compatible with the S1 action so we can also define the negative cyclic complex
sheaf CC•(F)S1 and the cyclic complex sheaf CC•(F)S1 , with maps of sheaves
CC•(F)S1 → CC•(F)→ CC•(F)S1
There is naturally a morphism of presheaves CCpre• (F)→ CC•(F), and in particular a morphism
CC•(F(U))→ CC•(F)(U)
on any open set U , compatible with the S1 actions.
Example. Let Loc be the constant sheaf of categories over X with stalk Perfk. Then the Hochschild complex presheaf
is given by cochains on the loop space; this is obtained by dualizing the statement of [46, Thm 7.3.14] The corre-
sponding cyclic complex presheaf is
CCpre• (Loc)S1(X) = CC•(Loc(X))S1 ∼= C•(LX)S1
where we take the homotopy orbits of the S1 action that rotates the loop. On the other hand the local sections over
contractible open sets is CC•(Loc(U)) ∼= k, with trivial S1 action and its sheafification is the constant sheaf kX and
hence its derived global sections is cochains on X itself.
CC•(Loc)S1(X) = C•(X)
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The localization morphismCCpre• (Loc)S1(X)→ CC•(Loc)S1(X) is the pullback on cochainsC•(LX)S1 → C•(X)
corresponding to the inclusion of constant loops.
We can do the same for a cosheaf of categoriesW over X: we get a precosheafCCpre• (W), with a cosheafification
CC•(W) and maps of cosheaves
CC•(W)S1 → CC•(W)→ CC•(W)S1
and a natural morphism of precosheaves CC•(W) → CCpre• (W) (from the cosheafification), which over any open
set U gives a map compatible with the S1 actions
CC•(W)(U)→ CC•(W(U))
Example. Let Locw be the constant cosheaf over X with stalk Perfk. Over any connected open set U , the sections
are perfect modules over the chains on the based loop space of U : Locw(U) = Perf -ΩU . The Hochschild homology
precosheaf is given by chains on the free loop space CCpre• (Locw)(U) = CC•(Locw(U)) ∼= C•(LU).
On the other hand the Hochschild homology cosheaf is constant with stalk CC•(Perfk) = k and trivial circle
action, so the global sections of the cyclic cosheaf are are CC•(Locw)S1(X) = C∗(X). The colocalization mor-
phismCC•(Locw)(X)→ CCpre• (Locw)(X) is given by the pushforward of chains under inclusion of constant loops
C•(X)→ C•(LX), which naturally factors through the (homotopy) fixed points of the circle action.
Proposition 17. Let W be a locally saturated constructible cosheaf of triangulated dg categories on X, and Wpp
its sheaf of pseudo-perfect modules. Then the Hochschild homology cosheaf CC•(W) and the Hochschild homology
sheaf CC•(Wpp) are linear duals. Moreover the S1 actions are compatible.
Proof. On sufficiently small open sets U there is an isomorphismWpp(U) ∼=W(U) and the functor D of Proposi-
tion 7 gives an anti-involution ofW(U)- Mod -W(U) which mapsW(U)! toW(U)∗ and gives isomorphisms
CC•(Wpp(U)) ∼= CC•(W(U)) ∼→ Homk(CC•(W(U)), k)
Taking a cover of any open set U by such small open sets gives an isomorphism
CC•(Wpp)(U) ∼= lim
U
Homk(CC•(W(U)), k) = Homk(colim
U
CC•(W(U)), k) = Homk(CC•(W)(U), k)
However since the local categories are smooth and proper the local Hochschild homologies CC•(W(U)) are perfect
complexes and therefore CC•(Wpp)(U) is perfect, so we also have an isomorphism
CC•(W)(U) ∼= Homk(CC•(Wpp)(U), k)

2.4. Local orientations on sheaves of categories.
Definition 18. Let X be a stratifiable space of pure dimension d, and let F be a constructible sheaf of proper dg
categories on X. A local orientation on F is a morphism of sheaves
Θ : CC•(F)S1 → ωX[−d]
where ωX is the Verdier dualizing complex of X.
Remark. Recall that on an open set U , we have H∗(U, ωX[−d]) = H∗(U, ∂U ; k). If x ∈ X is a point with a compact
conical neighborhood U , we have
ωX[−d]|x = H∗(U ; ∂U) ∼= H∗(U ;U \ x).
Thus a morphism kX → ωX[−d] at stalks is an element of Hd(U ;U \x), i.e. an orientation on X in the classical sense.
So when F = Loc a (non-zero) local orientation on F is an orientation on X .
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Let pt : X → ∗. Then there is a canonical “integration” map Γc(X, ωX) = pt!pt!k → k. We shift this map by the
dimension d of X to get it as Γc(X, ωX[−d])→ k[−d].
Proposition 19. Let (X,F) as above, with X compact. Then composing the following morphisms gives a map from
the cyclic complex
CC•(F(X))S1 → Γ(X,CC•(F)S1) ∼= Γc(X,CC•(F)S1)→ Γc(X, ωX[−d])→ k[−d]
For any open V ⊆ X and pair of objects x, y ∈ F(V ), there is a Modk-valued sheaf F∆(x, y) on V given by
evaluating the diagonal bimodule sheaf; explicitly it assigns
U 7→ F(U)(ρVU y, ρVUx)
for U ⊆ V . The trace pairing to Hochschild homology gives us a map of sheaves
F∆(x, y)⊗V F∆(y, x)→ CC•(F)|V Θ→ ωV[−d]
which by adjunction gives us a map of sheaves
Θ˜ : F∆(x, y)→ Hom(F∆(y, x), ωV )[−d]
Note that the rhs is a shift of the Verdier dual, which we can denote by DV F∆(y, x)[−d]
Definition 20. (Local nondegeneracy) A local orientation Θ is nondegenerate if, on any open V ⊂ X and two objects
x, y of F(V ), the morphism of sheaves on V
Θ˜ : F∆(x, y)→ DV F∆(y, x)[−d]
is an isomorphism.
2.4.1. Proper Calabi-Yau structures and sheaves of categories.
Proposition 21. Assume X is compact, and let Θ : CC•(F)→ ωX be a nondegenerate local orientation on a sheaf F
of proper categories. Then the induced map from the cyclic complex CC•(F(X))S1 → k[−d] defines a d-dimensional
proper Calabi-Yau structure on the global sections F(X).
Proof. Note that for any pair of objects x, y in F(X), we can take global sections of the morphism Θ˜ and get an
isomorphism
F(X)∆(x, y) ∼→ Γ(X,DXF(X)∆(y, x))[−d] ∼=
Γc(X,DXF(X)∆(y, x))[−d] ∼= Homk(F(X)∆(y, x), k)[−d] = F(X)∗∆(x, y)
where we used the fact that X is compact in going from sections to compactly supported sections and the definition of
the linear dual F(X)∗∆ of the diagonal bimodule. By functoriality this isomorphism between is exactly the one coming
from the identification Hom(CC•(F(X)), k) ∼= HomF(X)- Mod -F(X)(F(X)∆,F(X)∗∆) coming from the same local
orientation. 
In the relative case:
Proposition 22. Assume (X, ∂X) is a stratified space with compact boundary, such that the boundary is transverse
to the stratification, and let Θ : CC•(F)S1 → ωX [−d] be a nondegenerate local orientation on a sheaf F of
proper categories. Then the local orientation Θ induces a d-dimensional relative proper Calabi-Yau structure on the
restriction functor ∂ : F(X) → F(∂X) and a (d − 1)-dimensional (absolute) proper Calabi-Yau structure on the
boundary sections F(∂X).
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Proof. The latter part of the theorem, the absolute statement for the boundary, follows from the previous theorem since
we assume ∂X to be compact; the shift in dimension comes from the fact that a small neighborhood of the boundary
is homeomorphic to ∂X× R and so its dualizing complex is related to ωX by ω∂X ∼= ωX|∂X[−1]
The relative statement follows from Verdier duality. More specifically assume there are constructible sheaves (of
complexes) A and B on X and an isomorphism
A ∼→ DXB[−d]
again assuming that these are constructible for a stratification which is transverse to the boundary.
Consider the pair of closed/open inclusions
i : ∂X ↪→ X ←↩ (X \ ∂X) : j
which for any constructible sheaf A gives distinguished triangles of sheaves on X
j!j
!A → A→ i∗i∗A
i!i
!A → A→ j∗j∗A
By the transversality assumption a small neighborhood of ∂X is homeomorphic to ∂X × R inside of which ∂X is
codimension one, so we have i!A = i∗A[−1]. Moreover since ∂X is compact we get the exact sequence
Γc(X,A)→ Γ(X,A)→ Γ(∂X, i∗A)
and applying Γc to the second distinguished triangle of sheaves above gives us
Γc(∂X, i!A)→ Γc(X,A)→ Γc(X, j∗j∗A)
so the equivalence i! = i∗[−1] also gives us Γc(X, j∗j∗A) ∼= Γ(X,A)
Applying these functors to the isomorphism A ∼→ DXB[−d] gives an isomorphism of distinguished triangles of
constructible sheaves
A //

i∗i∗A //

j!j
!A[1]

DXB[−d] // i∗i∗DXB[−d] // j!j!DXB[−d+ 1]
Taking global sections (over X) of this diagram gives an isomorphism of distinguished triangles in Modk
Γ(X,A) //

Γ(∂X,A) //

Γ(X, j!j!A)[1]

Γ(X,DXB)[−d] // Γ(∂X, i∗DXB)[−d] // Γ(X, j!j!DXB)[−d+ 1]
By Verdier duality the bottom middle term evaluates to
Γ(∂X, i∗DXB)[−d] = Homk(Γc(∂X,B), k)[−d+ 1] ∼= Homk(Γ(∂X,B), k)[−d+ 1]
since the boundary is compact. The bottom right term evaluates to
Γ(X, j!j!DXB)[−d+ 1] = Homk(Γc(X, j∗j∗B), k)[−d+ 1] ∼= Homk(Γ(X,B), k)[−d+ 1]
using the isomorphisms above.
Therefore we rewrite the isomorphism of distinguished triangles as
Γ(X,A) //

Γ(∂X,A) //

Γ(X, j!j!A)[1]

Γ(X,DXB)[−d] // Homk(Γ(∂X,B), k)[−d+ 1] // Homk(Γ(X,B), k)[−d+ 1]
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Coming back to the sheaves of categories, specializing this construction for the case that A = F∆(x, y) and
B = F∗∆(x, y) = Homk(F∆(y, x), k) gives us the isomorphism of distinguished triangles appearing in the definition
of relative proper Calabi-Yau structure for the functor ∂ : F(X)→ F(∂X); all that is left to check is that this map of
distinguished triangles comes from a map ω : CC•(∂)S1 → k[−d+ 1]
By assumption the local orientation is given by a morphism of sheaves Θ : CC•(F)S1 → ωX [−d]. Taking sections
over X and ∂X of this morphism of sheaves, and using the fact that CC•(F) is the sheafification of the presheaf of
Hochschild homologies gives us the following morphisms of distinguished triangles.
CC•(F(X))S1 //

CC•(F(∂X))S1 //

CC•(∂)S1

CC•(F)(X)S1 //

CC•(F)(∂X)S1 //

Cone

Γ(X, ωX)[−d] // Γ(∂X, ωX)[−d] // Γc(X, ωX)[−d+ 1]
There is always an integration map Γc(X, ωX) = pt!pt!k → k, and the last column of the diagram above gives the
desired morphism CC•(∂)S1 → k[−d+ 1]. By functoriality of the sheaf Hom, the tensor-hom adjunction commutes
with taking sections, i.e. the following diagram commutes
Hom(CC•(F), ωX[−d])

// Hom(F∆(x, y),DXF∆(y, x)[−d])

Homk(CC•(∂)S1 , k[−d+ 1]) // Homk(Γ(X,F∆(x, y)),Γ(X,DXF∆(y, x))[−d])
So the map CC•(∂)S1 → k[−d + 1] is exactly the one that gives the isomorphism of distinguished triangles in the
relative proper Calabi-Yau condition. 
2.4.2. Smooth Calabi-Yau structures and cosheaves of categories.
Proposition 23. As above, letW be a locally saturated cosheaf of smooth dg categories on a stratified space X with
compact boundary ∂X , andWpp its sheaf of pseudo-perfect modules; this is a sheaf of proper dg categories. Then a
non-degenerate local orientation Θ : CC•(Wpp)→ ωX[−d] on the sheafWpp gives a d-dimensional relative smooth
Calabi-Yau structure on the corestriction functor W(∂X) → W(X), and a (d − 1)-dimensional (absolute) smooth
Calabi-Yau structure on the boundary cosectionsW(∂X)
Remark. The proof of this proposition will proceed similarly to the construction of the cosheaf of compactly supported
cochains on a topological space X. Explicitly, consider a inclusion of open sets U ⊂ V and consider the distinguished
triangle coming from the long exact sequence of relative homology with coefficients in k
C∗(∂U)→ C∗(U)→ C∗(U ; ∂U)
By Poincare´ dualityC∗c (U) ∼= Homk(C∗(U ; ∂U), k), yet there is no obvious restriction mapC∗(V ; ∂V )→ C∗(U ; ∂U)
corresponding to the inclusion of compactly supported cochains C∗c (U) → C∗c (V ). Indeed, ∂U 6⊆ ∂V so there is no
natural map between C∗(∂U) and C∗(∂V ). Moreover, if ∂U ⊂ ∂V , the map would go in the wrong direction.
The solution is to replace C∗(U ; ∂U) by C∗(X|U) := C∗(X,X \ U◦). Consider inclusion of pairs (U ; ∂U) ⊆
(X;X \ U◦) giving a map of distinguished triangles
C∗(∂U) //

C∗(U) //

C∗(U ; ∂U)
∼

C∗(X \ U◦) // C∗(X) // C∗(X|U)
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Because C∗ is a cosheaf (i.e. excision holds), the left hand side square is a pushout square and the right vertical map
is a quasi-isomorphism. There is also an inclusion of pairs (X,X \ V ◦) ⊆ (X,X \ U◦) and a corresponding map
C∗(X|V )→ C∗(X|U), and standard arguments imply that the assignment
U 7→ C∗(X|U)
is a sheaf, meaning that U 7→ Homk(C∗(X|U), k) is a cosheaf, which by the quasi-isomorphism above computes the
compactly-supported cohomology. One can then prove Poincare´ duality for a non-compact manifold M of dimension
d by locally constructing a quasi-isomorphism C∗c (U) ∼= Cd−∗(U) compatible with the corestriction maps, and using
the cosheaf property to globalize it to an isomorphism C∗c (M) ∼= Cd−∗(M)
In our proof below we use the same argument but replacing the cosheaf of cochains with cosheaves of bimodules.
Proof. (Of Proposition 23) For simplicity of notation we will denote by ∂U a small open neighborhood around
the boundary of U , and U0 := U \ ∂U a closed subset inside of U . For any inclusion of open sets U ⊆ V de-
note by ιVU the corestriction of the cosheaf W and IVU = ιVU ⊗ (ιVU )op. There is a canonical ‘counit’ map cVU :
(IVU )!W(U)∆ → W(V )∆ coming from the adjunction with (IVU )∗. We use this counit map to define the following
object ofW(V )- Mod -W(V )
W(V ;U) := Cone((IVU )!W(U)∆ →W(V )∆)
and setW(V |U) :=W(V ;V \ U0)
Consider now inclusions of open sets U ⊆ V ⊆ X. Since I! behaves functorially with composition, applying
(IXX\U0)! to the canonical counit
c
X\U0
X\V0 : (I
X\U0
X\V0 )!W(X \ V0)∆ →W(X \ U0)∆
gives the following morphism of distinguished triangles inW(X)- Mod -W(X)
(IXX\V0)!W(X \ V0)∆ //

W(X)∆ //
id

W(X|V )

(IXX\U0)!W(X \ U0)∆ // W(X)∆ // W(X|U)
Lemma 24. The assignment U 7→ W(X|U) is aW(X)- Mod -W(X)-valued presheaf on X.
Proof. Follows from the functoriality of the counit maps. 
Consider the precosheaf valued inW(X)- Mod -W(X) given by:
U 7→ W(X|U)! = HomW(X)e(W(X|U),W(X)e)
Lemma 25. This is a cosheaf valued inW(X)- Mod -W(X).
Proof. An equivalent definition of the cosheaf condition for a precosheaf A valued in an∞-category C which admits
colimits is that it satisfies the following three conditions
• For every increasing inclusion of opens U1 ⊆ U2 ⊆ . . . the map colimA(Ui)→ A(∪Ui) is an equivalence
• A(∅) is initial
• (Excision) The following diagram is a pushout square for any two opens U,U ′
A(U ∩ U ′) //

A(U)

A(U ′) // A(U ∪ U ′)
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For A = W(X|U)! the first condition is automatically obeyed because of the constructibility assumption, and the
second condition holds becauseW(X|∅) =W(X;X) = 0 (the zero bimodule).
Note now that by Lemma 16 the following diagram is a pushout square
(IXX\(V ∪U)0)!W(X \ (V ∪ U)0)∆ //

(IXX\V0)!W(X \ V0)∆

(IXX\U0)!W(X \ U0)∆ // (IXX\(V ∩U)0)!W(X \ (V ∩ U)0)∆
so the cones of the counit maps from this diagram toW(X)∆ gives another pushout square
W(X|V ∪ U) //

W(X|V )

W(X|U) // W(X|V ∩ U)
But the category W(V )- Mod -W(V ) is a stable ∞-category so this is also a pullback square. Taking bimodule
duals gives then a pushout square
W(X|X ∩ U)! //

W(X|V )!

W(X|U)! // W(X|V ∪ U)!
proving the third condition. 
This cosheaf will provide us a replacement for the bimodulesW(U ; ∂U), by the following lemma.
Lemma 26. Over any open set U there is a quasi-isomorphismW(X|U)! ∼→ (IXU )!W(U ; ∂U)!
Proof. Consider the following morphism of distinguished triangles inW(X)- Mod -W(X)
(IX∂U )!W(∂U)∆ //

(IXU )!W(U)∆ //

(IXU )!W(U ; ∂U)

(IVX\U0)!W(X \ U0)∆ // W(X)∆ // W(X|U)
coming from the inclusion of pairs (U ; ∂U) ↪→ (X;X\U0). By Lemma 16, the square on the left is a pushout square; it
is the excision square for the open cover X = U ∪ (X \U0). Thus the rightmost vertical arrow is a quasi-isomorphism,
and we take the bimodule duals to get the desired map. 
Now we finally get to working with the Calabi-Yau condition. Let ι : W(∂X) → W(X) be the corestric-
tion from the (compact) boundary ∂X. Remember that we are starting with a non-degenerate local orientation
Θ : CC•(Wpp)S1 → ωX[−d] on the sheafWpp. By Proposition 17 the sheafCC•(Wpp)(∂X)S1 is linear dual to the
cosheaf CC•(W)(∂X)S1 . Therefore we can dualize the morphism of sheaves Θ to get a morphism of cosheaves
Θ∨ : ω∨X [d]→ CC•(W)
where ω∨X is the cosheaf that assigns U 7→ Homk(ωX(U), k).
Note that for every open set U ⊆ X there is a canonical isomorphism of sheaves
ωX|U ∼→ ωU
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which moreover is functorial for inclusions U ⊆ V ⊆ X. Thus we can look at the orientation above as giving a map
of cosheaves on U :
Θ∨U : ω
∨
U [d]→ CC•(W)|U
Evaluating the cone of the boundary corestriction for this cosheaf morphism gives the following map (in the rest of
this proof we will abbreviate the cone by the notation [A → B]):
[ω∨U (U)→ ω∨U (∂U)][d]→ [CC•(W)(U)→ CC•(W)(∂U)]→ [CC•(W(U))→ CC•(W(∂U))]
But the left hand side is exactly Homk(Γc(U, ωU), k) which admits a map (dual integral)
∫ ∨
: k → Homk(Γc(U, ωU), k)
coming from the canonical integration map. This gives an element of the shifted cone, i.e. a map
Θ∨U : k[d]→ [CC•(W(∂U))→ CC•(W(U))]
Such a map gives a morphism of distinguished triangles ofW(U),W(U)-bimodules
W(U)!∆[d− 1] //

(IU∂U )!W(∂U)!∆[d− 1] //

W(U ; ∂U)![d]

W(U ; ∂U)[−1] // (IU∂U )!W(∂U)∆ // W(U)∆
Note that if we pick U = X the diagram above is exactly the relevant diagram for relative CY structures on
W(∂U)→W(U); what we want to show is that this is an isomorphism of distinguished triangles. To accomplish that
we will give a cosheaf-theoretic description of such maps, using the replacement we built above. The corestrictions
W(∂U)→W(X \ U0) andW(U)→W(X) give a map between cones of Hochschild homologies
[CC•(W(∂U))→ CC•(W(U))]→ [CC•(W(X \ U0), (IX\U0∂U )!W(∂U))→ CC•(W(X), (IXU )!W(U))]
So the orientation Θ also induces the following morphism ofW(X),W(X)-bimodules
W(X)!∆[d− 1] //

(IXX\U0)!W(X \ U0)!∆[d− 1] //

W(X|U)![d]
Θ˜∨U

(IXU )!W(U ; ∂U)[−1] // (IX∂U )!W(∂U)∆ // (IXU )!W(U)∆
The map Θ˜∨U on the right is a map between the cosections of cosheaves. In fact we have the following lemma
Lemma 27. Given an orientation Θ, the maps Θ˜U defined above assemble into a morphism ofW(X)- Mod -W(X)-
valued cosheaves on X, from the cosheaf U 7→ W(X|U)![d] to the diagonal cosheaf U 7→ W(U)∆.
Proof. All that we have to check is that given an inclusion of open sets U ⊂ V ⊂ X the diagram
W(X|U)![d] //
Θ˜∨U

W(X|V )![d]
Θ˜∨V

W(U)∆
ιVU
// W(V )
commutes. Note that by excision we have a commuting square
W(X|U)! //
∼

W(X|V )!
∼

W(V |U)! // W(V ; ∂V )!
so we can replaceW(X|U)! →W(X|V )! byW(V |U)! →W(V ; ∂V )!
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Consider now the following maps between the Hochschild homologies induced by the corestrictions
[CC•(W(∂U))→ CC•(W(U))]→
[
CC•(W(V \ U0), (IV \U0∂U )!W(∂U))→ CC•(W(V ), (IVU )!W(U))
]
→ [CC•(W(V \ U0))→ CC•(W(V ))]
The image of Θ∨U in these two cones gives two other morphisms of distinguished triangles which we omit; as above
we only care about the rightmost vertical maps which are respectively
Θ˜∨U :W(V |U)![d]→ (IVU )!W(U)∆
and its composition with the corestriction
m1 :=W(V |U)![d]→ (IVU )!W(U)∆ →W(V )∆
Now consider the following map of cones, now starting with the pair (V, ∂V ):
[CC•(W(∂V ))→ CC•(W(V ))]→ [CC•(W(V \ U0))→ CC•(W(V ))]
The image of Θ∨V in this cone is another morphism of distinguished triangles, whose rightmost map is the composition
m2 :=W(V |U)![d]→W(V ; ∂V )![d]→W(V )∆
So these two elements in [CC•(W(V \ U0)) → CC•(W(V ))] give the two maps m1,m2 that we would like
to be the same. But by definition these two elements came from the taking sections of the morphism of cosheaves
ω∨X → CC•(W); consider then the map induced by the cone of the corestrictionW(V \ U0)→W(V ):
[ω∨V (V \ U0)→ ω∨V (V )][d]→ [CC•(W(V \ U0))→ CC•(W(V ))]
Then the dual of integration on U and excision give the element of relative Hochschild homology inducing the map
m1
k[d]
∫ ∨
U→ [ω∨U (∂U)→ ω∨U (U)][d]→ [ω∨V (V \ U0)→ ω∨V (V )][d]→ [CC•(W(V \ U0))→ CC•(W(V ))]
While the dual of integration on V and corestriction give the element inducing the map m2
k[d]
∫ ∨
V→ [ω∨V (∂V )→ ω∨V (V )][d]→ [ω∨V (V \ U0)→ ω∨V (V )][d]→ [CC•(W(V \ U0))→ CC•(W(V ))]
These two elements agree because of the functoriality of the integration maps. 
This reduces the task of checking the isomorphism to a local calculation.
Lemma 28. (Local calculation) Over a small open U the corresponding morphism of distinguished triangles
W(U)!∆[d− 1] //

(IU∂U)!W(∂U)!∆[d− 1] //

W(U; ∂U)![d]

W(U; ∂U)[−1] // (IU∂U)!W(∂U)∆ // W(U)∆
is an isomorphism
Proof. Remember we are starting with a non-degenerate local orientation on the sheafWpp of pseudo-perfect modules
over the cosheaf W . Since Wpp(U) ∼= W(U) is smooth and proper, the functor D of Proposition 7 is an anti-
involution of the bimodule category W(U)- Mod -W(U) which sends W(U)∆ to itself and swaps W(U)!∆ and
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W(U)∗∆. The local orientation onWpp gives an isomorphism of distinguished triangles
Wpp(U)∆ u //

R∗Wpp(∂U)∆ //

Cone(u)

Cone(u∗)[−1] // R∗Wpp(∂U)∗∆[−d+ 1]
u∗
// Wpp(U)∗∆[−d+ 1]
where R = ρ ⊗ ρop comes from the restriction to the boundary ρ : Wpp(U) → Wpp(∂U) Applying D to this
isomorphism gives another isomorphism of distinguished triangles inW(U)- Mod -W(U)
W(U)!∆[d− 1]
D(u∗)
//

D(R∗Wpp(∂U)∗∆)[d− 1] //

Cone(D(u∗))

Cone(D(u))[−1] // D(R∗Wpp(∂U)∆)
D(u)
// W(U)∆
We shall see that this is exactly the diagram we want; on the bottom right and top left we already have the diagonal
bimodule and its smooth dual. All that is left to check is that D(R∗Wpp(∂U)∆) ∼= I!W(∂U)∆ and that D(u) is the
same map as the counit I!W(∂U)∆ →W(U)∆.
At first this seems unlikely since ∂U isn’t a ‘small’ neighborhood, so the sections of the sheaf and the cosheaf are
not equivalent; instead we only know that Wpp(∂U) is a full dg subcategory of W(∂U), spanned by some locally
proper objects. What we will show is that this difference vanishes once we use the pullback and pushforward to
transform them into modules over the smooth and proper categoryW(U).
Consider the functor of Proposition 7 now applied toW(∂U) modules, i.e. the functor
D∂ :W(∂U)- Mod -W(∂U)→ (Wpp(∂U)- Mod -Wpp(∂U))op
sendingW(∂U)∆ toWpp(∂U)∆ andW(∂U)!∆ toWpp(∂U)∗∆.
Consider now the following diagram of functors between the module categories:
W(U)- Mod -W(U) D // (Wpp(U)- Mod -Wpp(U))op∼oo
W(∂U)- Mod -W(∂U) D∂ //
I!
OO
(Wpp(∂U)- Mod -Wpp(∂U))op
R∗
OO
We claim that this square commutes when applied to the diagonal bimoduleW(∂U)∆, i.e.
D ◦ I!(W(∂U)∆) = R∗ ◦ D∂(W(∂U)∆)
Since we know by definition of that D∂(W(∂U)∆) = Wpp(∂U)∆, applying the anti-involution D again to the
isomorphism above gives us the desired isomorphism I!(W(∂U)∆) ∼= D(R∗(W(∂U)∆)).
This follows from the following explicit calculation: by definition, the rhs evaluates on a pair (x, y) ∈ W(U) ⊗
W(U)op as
R∗(D∂W(∂U)∆)(x, y) = D∂W(∂U)∆(ρx, ρy) = HomW(∂U)(W(∂U)∆(ρy,−),W(∂U)∆(ρx,−))
But by the definition ofWpp(U) we have for any open inclusion U ⊆ V an ‘adjunction’
Wpp(U)(x, ρVU y) ∼=W(V )(ιVUx, y)
for objects x ∈ Wpp(U) ↪→ W(U) and y ∈ Wpp(V ) ↪→ W(V ), i.e. the corestriction maps of W are ‘left ad-
joint’ to the restriction maps of Wpp. Applying this to ∂U ↪→ U and expressing in terms of bimodules we get
W(∂U)∆(ρx,−) ∼=W(U)∆(x, i(−)) so we can express
R∗(D∂W(∂U)∆)(x, y) ∼= HomW(∂U)(W(U)∆(y, i(−)),W(U)∆(x, i(−)))
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Now evaluating the lhs on the same pair we get
D(I!W(∂U)∆)(x, y) = HomW(U)(I!W(∂U)∆(y,−),W(U)∆(y,−))
Note now that we can express the functor I = ι⊗ ιop as a composite of the functors
W(∂U)⊗W(∂U)op ι⊗id−−−→W(U)⊗W(∂U)op id⊗ι−−−→W(U)⊗W(U)op
so we have (for simplicity we’ll omit the identity factor)
HomW(U)(I!W(∂U)∆(y,−),W(U)∆(x,−)) = HomW(U)(ιop! ι!W(∂U)∆(y,−),W(U)∆(x,−))
∼= HomW(∂U)(ι!W(∂U)∆(y,−), ιop∗W(U)∆(x,−))
= HomW(∂U)(ι!W(∂U)∆(y,−),W(U)∆(x, i(−)))
by adjunction between ι! and ι∗, and now explicitly calculating
ι!W(∂U)∆ =W(∂U)∆⊗W(∂U)(ιop⊗id)∗(W(U)⊗W(∂U)op) ∼=W(∂U)∆⊗W(∂U)ιop∗(W(U)∆) = ιop∗(W(U)∆)
giving
HomW(U)(I!W(∂U)∆(y,−),W(U)∆(x,−)) ∼= HomW(∂U)(W(U)∆(y, i(−)),W(U)∆(x, i(−)))
and proving the isomorphism D(I!W(∂U)∆) ∼= R∗(D∂W(∂U)∆). As for the map toW(U), we see that in both
cases it is the image under the map induced by D of the unit morphism
W(∂U)(−,−)→W(U)(i(−), i(−))

In conclusion, over small open sets U by the local calculation above the isomorphism of distinguished triangles
giving the relative smooth CY structure onW(∂U) → W(U) is obtained by applying the duality functor D to the
isomorphism of distinguished triangles giving the proper CY structure onWpp(U)→Wpp(∂U).
Finally, the absolute smooth CY structure on the boundary cosections is a consequence of the same argument above,
but applied to the compact space ∂X instead of X, and from the fact that a d-dimensional relative smooth CY structure
on a functor from the zero category is equivalent to the datum of a (d− 1)-dimensional absolute smooth CY structure
on the target [9]. 
2.5. Quotients of cosheaves. In this section we describe a construction whose purpose is to construct Calabi-Yau
structures on the sort of quotients which arise in the sheaf models for stop removal.
As above, letW be a locally saturated cosheaf of smooth dg categories on a stratified space X and let Y ⊆ X be an
open subset which is a union of strata, moreover with the property that if U ⊂ X is a small enough open (i.e. W(U)
is saturated) then U ∩ Y is also a small enough open. Let us define the cosheafWX/Y by
WX/Y(U) = cofib(W(U ∩ Y)→W(U))
where cofib(A → B) is the (homotopy) cofiber. WX/Y is automatically a cosheaf of smooth categories since taking
cofibers commutes with colimits and the colimit of smooth categories is smooth.
Lemma 29. Assume that the cosheafW is locally fully faithful, i.e. the corestriction mapW(U) → W(V ) for any
small enough opens U ⊆ V is fully faithful. Then the cosheafWX/Y is locally saturated.
Proof. By assumption one can always choose a small enough open U such that U and U ∩ Y are ‘small’ in the sense
thatW(U) andW(U ∩ Y) are proper and the corestriction map is fully faithful. Then the cofiberWX/Y(U) is given
by the Verdier quotient [17]W(U)/W(U ∩ Y)
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For the rest of this section we will assume thatW is locally fully faithful so the lemma above holds. Consider now
the pushout diagram
W(U ∩ Y) ι //

W(U)
q

0 // WX/Y(U)
SinceW(U) andW(U ∩Y) are saturated, they are equivalent to the categories of pseudo-perfect complexes over each
of them, and so the map ι above has a right adjoint ρ (just as in the proof of Lemma 28). By Proposition 4.9.1 in
[44], this is equivalent to the statement that the quotient map q : W(U) → WX/Y(U) admits a right adjoint, which
is moreover automatically fully faithful. Therefore WX/Y(U) can be identified as a full subcategory of the proper
categoryW(U), and is proper itself. 
Taking pseudo-perfect modules gives a morphism of sheaves of categories in the other direction WppX/Y → Wpp,
which gives a morphism of sheavesCC•(WppX/Y)→ CC•(Wpp) upon taking sheafified Hochschild homology. Given
a local orientation Θ : CC•(Wpp)S1 → ωX[−d], we get a local orientation ΘX/Y : CC•(WppX/Y)S1 → ωX by
precomposition.
Proposition 30. This local orientation onWppX/Y is non-degenerate.
Proof. We need to check that for any any open sets U ⊆ V ∈ X and any two objects x, y ∈ WppX/Y(V ), the trace
pairings
WppX/Y(U)(x, y)⊗WppX/Y(U)(y, x)→ CC•(WppX/Y(U))→ CC•(WppX/Y)(U)→ ωV [−d]
induce an isomorphism of sheaves
(WppX/Y)∆(x, y)
∼→ HomV ((WppX/Y)∆(y, x), ωV [−d])
But by definition of the local orientation onWppX/Y, the trace pairing factors through
WppX/Y(U)(x, y)⊗WppX/Y(U)(y, x)→Wpp(U)(ρx, ρy)⊗Wpp(U)(ρy, ρx)
where ρ : WppX/Y(U) → Wpp(U) is the dual map to the quotient map W(U) → WX/Y(U). Since we are trying to
prove an isomorphism of sheaves, it is enough to check locally, so we can assume U is small enough such thatW(U)
andW(U ∩ Y) are smooth and proper. Then we are in the same situation as in the proof of the previous lemma, and
ρ is right adjoint to the quotient map and automatically fully faithful. Thus the map above is an isomorphism and
non-degeneracy of ΘX/Y follows from non-degeneracy of Θ. 
3. ARBOREAL SINGULARITIES
Arboreal singularities were introduced by Nadler [53, 54], with the goal of providing combinatorial models for
microlocal sheaf categories. Each arboreal singularity corresponds to a tree (nonempty, finite, connected and acyclic
graph) and one can construct an explicit local model for the singularity, realizing it as a singular Legendrian. In this
section we recall definitions and results of [53].
3.1. Trees and correspondences. A tree is a connected acyclic graph. A correspondence of trees p is a diagram
R
q
 P i↪→ T
where R,P, T are trees, and the maps q, i are respectively surjective and injective maps of graphs. An isomorphism
of correspondences R
q
 P i↪→ T and R′ q
′
 P ′ i
′
↪→ T ′ is the data of isomorphisms R ∼= R′, P ∼= P ′, T ∼= T ′ which
intertwine the maps.
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Given trees and maps Q ↪→ R S, the fiber product graph Q×R S is the subtree of S whose vertices map to the
image of Q. Thus correspondences can be composed:
(P  Q ↪→ R) ◦ (R S ↪→ T ) = (P  Q×R S ↪→ T )
Definition 31. The category Arb has correspondences of trees as its objects. The Hom sets are
Hom(p′, p) := {q | p = q ◦ p′}/isomorphism
Composition is given by composition of correspondences, which makes sense since given q ∈ Hom(p′, p) and q′ ∈
Hom(p′′, p′), we have p = q ◦ p′ = q ◦ q′ ◦ p′′.
Lemma 32. Arb is a poset – i.e., for any correspondences p′, p there is, up to isomorphism, at most one q such that
p = q ◦ p′.
Proof. Suppose (P  Q ↪→ R) ◦ (R  S ↪→ T ) = (P  N ↪→ T ). We want to reconstruct (P  Q ↪→ R) from
just (R S ↪→ T ) and (P  N ↪→ T ).
The map N = Q×R S → S determined by taking the (necessarily unique) factorization of N ↪→ T as N ↪→ S ↪→
T . From this we can characterize Q as the image of N under the map S  R. The map Q P is determined by the
(necessarily unique) factorization of N  P into N  Q P . 
Definition 33. Let T be a tree. We write ArbT for the subcategory of Arb of correspondences R  S ↪→ T , or
equivalently, for the subcategory of objects admitting a map from pT = (T  T ↪→ T ).
3.2. Quiver representations. We recall some relevant facts about quiver representation theory, and set notation.
These facts can be found in many sources, e.g. [34, 60]. Let ~T be a quiver, i.e., a directed graph. We write k[~T ] for
the path algebra of the quiver, whose generators are the vertices and arrows, subject to the relations that the vertex
generators are idempotent, and ab = 0 unless the head of a is the tail of b (and the head and tail of a vertex are itself).
That is, we read paths from left to right and consequently quiver representations correspond to right modules over this
algebra.
Example. For the quiver 1→ 2→ 3→ · · · → n, the path algebra can be identified with an algebra of triangular n×n
matrices. The matrix |i〉〈j| corresponds to the unique path from the i’th vertex to the j’th vertex. The composition
|i〉〈j||j〉〈k| = |i〉〈k| corresponds to the left-to-right composition rule (i→ j)(j → k) = (i→ k).
The path algebra k[~T ] can be seen as a dg category that has only one object, with endomorphisms given by the
algebra k[~T ] concentrated in degree zero. Let us denote by
Mod(~T ) := Mod -k[~T ] = Hom(k[~T ],Modk)
the (derived) dg category of right modules over k[~T ]. We can also define the category of ordinary modules by
mod(~T ) := Hom(k[~T ],modk)
taking the underived internal hom in the category of k-linear categories from the path algebra to the category modk of
k-modules. The dg category Mod(~T ) is a dg enhancement of the derived category of the k-linear category mod(~T ).
If the quiver Q is acyclic, the dg category k[~T ] is triangulated, smooth and proper [76] and thus, the notions of
perfect and pseudo-perfect modules agree; a module M ∈ Mod(~T ) is a representation of the path algebra k[~T ] in
complexes of k-modules, and M is (pseudo-)perfect if its underlying k-module is a perfect complex. We will denote
by Perf(~T ) the category of such modules full dg subcategory of Mod(~T ) spanned by such objects. Note that this case
(Q is acyclic) we also have Perf(~T ) = Hom(k[~T ],Perfk).
For vertices α, β ∈ ~T , we write α ≥ β when there is a path from α to β, and we denote this unique path by |α〉〈β|.
These compose in the usual way, |α〉〈β||β〉〈γ| = |α〉〈γ|, and all other compositions vanish. We are particularly
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interested in the case when the edge directions arise from the choice of a fixed root vertex of T , by directing all the
edges toward the root. We pronounce α ≥ β as “alpha is above beta” or “beta is below alpha”, so that everything is
above the root.
We write Pα := |α〉〈α|k[~T ] for the right module of “paths from α”; since ~T is a tree, it is the representation
which assigns k to each vertex admitting a path from α (i.e., each vertex below α in the notation above), and all
morphisms isomorphisms. All paths must come from somewhere, so there is an internal direct sum splitting k[~T ] =⊕
α |α〉〈α|k[~T ] as right k[~T ]-modules. The modules Pα are in fact the indecomposable projectives of the category
mod(~T ), and the category Perf(~T ) is their triangulated hull inside of Mod(~T )
When α ≥ β, i.e., there is a path |α〉〈β|, then composition with this path gives a morphism
|β〉〈β|k[~T ] → |α〉〈α|k[~T ]
x 7→ |α〉〈β|x
In fact, up to scalars this is the only morphism in mod(~T ); since these modules are projective, this remains true in
Mod(~T ) and Perf(~T ).
Quivers corresponding to the same underlying tree but different arrow orientations have representation categories
related by reflection functors, defined in [3]. A source (sink) is a vertex that only has outgoing (ingoing) arrows.
Given a source α, let sα ~T be the quiver obtained by reversing all the arrows at α. There is a reflection functor
R+α : mod(
~T ) → mod(sα ~T ), which in fact preserves compact objects and so induces a dg derived equivalence
Perf(~T ) → Perf(sα ~T ). Likewise, at sinks there are similar reflection functors R−α . The quiver structure for a rooted
tree has all arrows pointing to the root. Because the underlying graph is acyclic, two such structures corresponding
to different roots ρ1, ρ2 can be related by a sequence of moves sα. Thus the derived categories Mod(~T ) and Perf(~T )
depends only on the underlying tree (up to non-canonical equivalence). Choosing a root determines a t-structure, and
determines the distinguished set of projective generators {Pα}.
3.3. Correspondence functors. Given a root of T , a correspondence R  S ↪→ T induces root vertices, hence
arrow orientations, of S and R – the root of S is the closest vertex in S to the root of T , and the root of R is the image
of the root of S.
We can identify k[~S] with the quotient of k[~T ] by the two-sided ideal generated by all paths that are not contained
in ~S. This gives a map k[~T ] → k[~S] and by extension of scalars) we get a functor Mod(~T ) → Mod(~S). Tensoring
with a perfect module preserves compact objects so this restricts to a functor Perf(~T )→ Perf(~S).
On the other hand, given a quotient S
q
 R we can construct the following morphism of k-algebras k[~R] → k[~S].
For simplicity, assume the quotient corresponds to collapsing one connected subtree Q ⊂ S; the general case can be
deduced by iterated quotients like these. Let ρ be the root in the induced quiver structure on Q, i.e. the lowest vertex
in Q. The quotient identifies q(α) = q(ρ) for all α ∈ Q. Consider the function s : V (R)→ V (S) between the sets of
vertices given by
s(β) =
q−1(β) β /∈ Qρ β ∈ Q
This is a one-sided inverse to q, since q ◦ s = id on V (R). This determines a morphism k[~R] → k[~S], which acts on
paths as
|α〉〈β| 7→ |s(α)〉〈s(β)|
That is, this sends a path in ~R to the shortest path in ~S whose start and end-points map to the original start and end-
points in ~R. One can check that this commutes with compositions, defining a map of algebras k[~R] → k[~S], and
moreover that this map presents k[~S] as a perfect module over k[~R]. So restriction of scalars under this map gives a
functor Mod(~S)→ Mod(~R) which preserves compact objects and restricts to a functor Perf(~S)→ Perf(~R)
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We get a ‘big functor’ cp : Mod(~T )→ Mod(~R) and a ‘small functor’ cp : Perf(~T )→ Perf(~R) by composing the
functors above.
Lemma 34. The big functor cp preserves products and coproducts.
Proof. Restriction of scalars is a right adjoint and always preserves arbitrary products, moreover coproducts in Mod(~R)
are be calculated as coproducts of the underlying k-module so restriction also preserves coproducts. As for extension
of scalars, it is a left adjoint and always preserves coproducts, and also preserves products when the bimodule is of
finite presentation, which is the case for k[~S] seen as a (k[~T ], k[~S])-bimodule. 
Lemma 35. Let cp : Perf(~T )→ Perf(~R) and cp : Mod(~T )→ Mod(~R) be the functors induced by a correspondence
p : R
q
 S i↪→ T . Let α ∈ T be a vertex. Then
cp(Pα) =
Pq(i−1(α)) α ∈ i(S)0 otherwise
The morphism Hom~T (Pα, Pβ)→ Hom~R(cp(Pα), cp(Pβ)) sends |β〉〈α| → |q(i−1(β))〉〈q(i−1(α))| (and hence is an
isomorphism) when these are defined; otherwise it is zero. The exact same description holds for the functor cp
Proof. In general, if we are given a quiver ~T and a right k[~T ]-module M , in order to identify which module we have it
is sufficient to look at the k-vector spacesM (α) = M |α〉〈α| for each vertex α, and whenever there is an arrow µ→ α,
the map M (µ) →M (α) given by right multiplication by |µ〉〈α|, since this data determines the module M .
Consider first the functor Perf(~T ) → Perf(~S). The image of P (α) is the k[~S]-module Pα ⊗k[~T ] k[~S]. If α lies
outside S, every in path Pα can be expressed as |α〉〈α|x, which gets sent to zero the quotient to k[~S]. If α ∈ i(S),
exactly the paths in Pα exiting ~S are sent to zero, and Pα ⊗k[~T ] k[~S] is spanned by all paths in ~S starting at i−1(α) so
this module is Pi−1(α).
Now for the functor Perf(~S) → Perf(~R), for some vertex β of S, let M be the image of Pβ under this functor.
Remembering that this functor is induced by a map of k-algebras f : k[~R]→ k[~S], for any vertex λ of R we have an
isomorphism of k-vector spaces
M (λ) = M |λ〉〈λ| ∼= Pβf(|λ〉〈λ|) = Pβ |s(λ)〉〈s(λ)|
which is k exactly when s(λ) ≤ β or equivalently λ ≤ q(β). The morphisms between the M (λ) are given by
multiplication by |µ〉〈λ|; we need to check that these are isomorphisms whenever there is an arrow µ → λ and
µ ≤ q(β). As maps of vector spaces,
M (µ)
|µ〉〈λ|−→ M (λ)
is the same as the map
Pβ |s(µ)〉〈s(µ)| |s(µ)〉〈s(λ)|−→ Pβ |s(λ)〉〈s(λ)|
which is an isomorphism since s respects the partial ordering ≤. This identifies the module M with the indecompos-
able projective Pq(β) in Perf(~R).
Putting the two functors together we get the first half of the result. For the morphisms, the nontrivial case to
check is when α ≤ β and α, β ∈ i(S). At the level of paths, the map |β〉〈α| ∈ Hom~T (Pα, Pβ) is given by pre-
concatenation with the path |β〉〈α|. After applying the functor cp this becomes a map in Hom~R(cp(Pα), cp(Pβ))
given by concatenation with the path |q(i−1(β))〉〈q(i−1(α))|, which is nonzero since S is connected. By definition
the functor cp is the restriction of cp to compact objects so the exact same calculation holds for the big categories. 
Definition 36. Fix a rooted tree ~T . We define a functor into small categories N : ArbT → dgstk at the level of
objects by
(R S ↪→ T ) 7→ Perf(~R)
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and a big functor N : ArbT → dgStRk at the level of objects by A morphism (R  S ↪→ T ) → (R′  S′ ↪→ T )
is by definition a correspondence p = (R′  S′′ ↪→ R); we send this respectively to the functors cp : Perf(~R) →
Perf(~R′) and cp : Mod(~R)→ Mod(~R′) determined by this correspondence.
Note that this prescription does give a functor to dgStRk because the functors c

p preserve limits. Therefore, by
taking left adjoints we also get a functor (N)L : (ArbT )op → dgStLk which sends the correspondence p to the
left adjoint (cp)
L : Mod(~R′) → Mod(~R). Moreover since the functor N also preserves coproducts its left adjoint
preserves compact objects, so we can restrict it and get a functor Nw : Perf(~R′)→ Perf(~R).
3.4. Arboreal singularities. Recall that the nerve of a category C is the simplicial complex whose vertices are the
objects of C, morphisms are the edges, triangles are commuting triangles giving compositions, etc. When C is a poset,
this is also called the order complex.
Definition 37. If T is a tree, we write T for the nerve of the category ArbT . This is a stratified space, the arboreal
singularity of T that will serve as our local model for locally arboreal spaces. We write Tint for the union of simplices
containing pT , and Tlink for the complement of this union.
The space T is conical; the initial object pT ∈ ArbT gives the cone point and Tlink gives the link.
Example. We write A2 for the tree • − •. We label the vertices α and β. There are four correspondences: the trivial
correspondence p0 = (α − β)  (α − β) ↪→ (α − β), the correspondence •  (α − β) ↪→ (α − β), and two
correspondences • • ↪→ (α− β) for inclusions of α or β.
We abbreviate these by enclosing in parenthesis those vertices of A2 which get identified in the quotient R  S.
So, for example, we will denote the three nontrivial correspondences by α, β, (αβ) and the trivial correspondence
simply by αβ.
In the poset structure, the three nontrivial correspondences are incomparable, and the correspondence p0 is smaller
than all of them. Thus there are 7 strata in the order complex A2: the four 0-simplices [αβ], [α], [β], [(αβ)], and three
1-simplices [αβ → α], [αβ → β], [αβ → (αβ)]. This can be realized as the following stratified space of dimension
one (Figure 1). Note that A2 is the disjoint union of 3 points, each labeled by a 0-simplex [q] 6= [p0]
FIGURE 1. Arboreal singularity A2. For simplicity we use the notation described above for each correspondence
Example. We write A3 for the tree • − • − •, whose vertices we label α− β − γ. There are eleven correspondences:
the trivial one, four correspondences of the form [• → •]  . . . and six of the form [•]  . . . . There are 45 strata
in the order complex A3: 11 zero-dimensional, 22 one-dimensional and 12 two-dimensional strata, assembled as in
Figure 2.
The link Alink3 can be glued out of copies of A2. Note also that the realization of this space admits a coarser
stratification, with 5 zero-dimensional, 10 one-dimensional and 6 two-dimensional strata.
3.5. The sheaf and cosheaf associated to an arboreal singularity.
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FIGURE 2. Arboreal singularity A3. For simplicity we label only the 0-simplices; the labels on all
other simplices can be deduced from their vertices
3.5.1. Constructible sheaves on simplicial complexes. We briefly recall how to describe constructible sheaves on a
simplicial complex. For a simplex σ in a simplicial complex X , we write Star(σ) for the union of open simplices
whose closure contains σ. To give a sheaf F on X , constructible with respect to the stratification by simplices,
it suffices to give the values of F on the open sets Star(σ), and the corresponding restriction maps F(Star(σ)) →
F(Star(τ)) when Star(τ) ⊂ Star(σ), i.e., when σ lies in the closure of τ . The appropriate diagrams should commute.
Our definition of simplicial complex demands that the closure of an open simplex is a closed simplex, so there are no
non-trivial overlaps, hence no descent conditions.
The restriction F(Star(σ)) → Fσ is then necessarily an isomorphism, so one could instead discuss “generization
maps” Fσ → Fτ when σ lies in the closure of τ ; this is the so-called “exit path” description of a constructible sheaf.
A similar description works for any sufficiently fine stratification.
3.5.2. Functors give sheaves and cosheaves on the nerve. Recall that a functor F : X → Y determines a Y-valued
constructible sheaf Nerve(F ) on Nerve(X ) as follows. On objects, we set
Nerve(F )([x1 → x2 → · · · → xn]) = F (xn)
and the generization maps are given by
Nerve(F )([xm → · · · → xm′ ]→ [x1 → x2 → . . .→ xn]) = F (x′m → xn)
where the map x′m → xn comes from the fact that xm → · · · → xm′ was a subsequence of x1 → x1 → . . . → xn.
The fact that these restriction maps satisfy the appropriate conditions to determine a sheaf is immediate from the
fact that F is a functor. Note this sheaf is constructible on a much coarser stratification than the stratification by all
simplices.
3.5.3. Nadler’s sheaf and cosheaf. Let ~T be a rooted tree. Above we constructed functors
N : ArbT → dgstk and N : ArbT → dgStRk
Definition 38. The ‘small’ Nadler sheaf N (or NT when we want to specify T) is the sheaf of categories on T =
Nerve(ArbT ) given by the nerve of the functor N : ArbT → dgstk. The ‘big’ Nadler sheaf N  is the sheaf given by
the nerve of the functor N.
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As in section 2.1, the sheaf N  valued in dgStRk gives a cosheaf valued in dgStLk upon taking left adjoints (in fact
the data of these two objects is the same). Moreover, the restriction maps of the sheaf N  preserve coproducts [55,
Prop. 3.16], so their left adjoints, the corestriction maps of the cosheaf N , preserve compact objects.
Definition 39. The wrapped cosheaf W is the dgstk-valued cosheaf obtained from the cosheaf N  by restriction to
the full subcategories of compact objects.
By definition, the stalks of N orW over any stratum is the saturated (smooth and proper) Perf(~R) for some finite
acyclic quiver ~R. Thus, by finiteness of the stratification, N (U) is proper for any open set U ⊆ T since a finite limit
of proper categories is proper. Analogously,W(U) is smooth and finite type for any open U since a finite colimit of
smooth and finite type categories is smooth and finite type. From the fact that the cosheafW is locally saturated in the
sense of Section 2.3 it follows that:
Lemma 40. [55, Prop. 3.16] The Nadler sheaf N is equivalent to the sheafWpp of pseudo-perfect modules over the
wrapped cosheafW .
By construction the generization maps between stalks of the cosheafW are left adjoint to the generization maps of
the sheaf N . Note that over bigger open sets U , there is still a map N (U) ↪→ W(U) equivalent to the inclusion of a
full dg subcategory, but in general this will not be essentially surjective;W(U) can be a bigger category.
Remark. For the rest of this section, we will keep writing the sheaf as N for conciseness, but in fact the cosheafW is
the more fundamental object; one can obtain N ∼=Wpp by taking pseudo-perfect modules, and the ‘big’ co/sheaf N 
by cocompletion, butW cannot be obtained from N if one doesn’t have knowledge of N . Thus in our definition of
locally arboreal space 5 we takeW as part of the data.
Let p be a correspondence R  S ↪→ T . We write T(p) for the union of all simplices [p1 → p2 · · · → p]. Then
T =
∐
T(p), and, by definition, any sheaf associated to a functor from ArbT is constant on the T(p). In fact, each
T(p) is topologically an open cell of dimension |T | − |R| [53, Prop 2.14].1 In particular, T(pT ) is the unique zero
dimensional cell. Moreover, T(p) =
∐
p′≤p T(p′) [53, Prop. 2.18].
FIGURE 3. Coarser stratification of the arboreal singularity A2, by the strata A2(p).
Fix T and denote N = NT. Because N is constructible with respect to a stratification by a union of cells which
all adjoin pT , the restriction map Γ(T,N ) → NpT is an isomorphism. In particular, Γ(T,N ) ∼= Perf(~T ). Given an
object X ∈ Γ(T,N ) = Perf(~T ), the germ at a point in T(R  S ↪→ T ) is an element of the category Perf(~R). The
desired object is produced by applying the correspondence functor cp obtained from (R S ↪→ T ) to X .
1Nadler writes LT for our T and LT (p) for our T(p) in [53]. Our notation is chosen to emphasize that no symplectic geometry or microlocal
sheaf theory is directly needed to understand the essentially combinatorial definitions and proofs.
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3.5.4. Hom sheaves. The correspondence functors also give a coherent choice of maps between Hom spaces. Suppose
we are given elements x, y ∈ Γ(T,N ) = Perf(~T ). Because N is a sheaf of dg categories on T, we can evaluate the
corresponding diagonal sheaf of bimodules and get the Modk-valued sheafN∆(x, y), on T. This is just the hom sheaf;
it is the nerve of the functor
(R S ↪→ T ) 7→ Hom~R(cp(n), cp(n′))
By definition, the generization maps between the stalks of the Hom sheaf are induced by the correspondence
functors cp cp : Hom~T (x, y)→ Hom~R(cpx, cpy)
We will need explicit descriptions of the Hom sheaves between the generating projectives Pα. Since we know what
the functors cp do to the projective objects from Lemma 35, it is just a matter of assembling the sheaf of the morphisms
between Hom spaces.
Definition 41. For α a vertex of T , we write
T(α) :=
∐
α∈S
T(R S ↪→ T )
Remark. In [53], Nadler gives an explicit construction of the arboreal singularities: for each vertex α of T , take a
copy of R|T |−1 with coordinates xγ(α), γ 6= α. The interior of T is recovered by gluing these spaces: for each edge
{α, β} ∈ E(T ), identify points with coordinates xγ(α) and xγ(β) whenever xβ(α) = xα(β) ≥ 0 and xγ(α) = xγ(β)
for γ 6= α, β. Comparing this construction with the combinatorial definition [53, Sec. 2] it is proven that the strata
T(R  S ↪→ T ) sit in the closure of the Euclidean space corresponding to α exactly when α ∈ S. Thus T(α) is
homeomorphic to a closed ball of dimension |T | − 1.
FIGURE 4. Gluing of A3 from the discs A3(•).
The following calculations are new.
Proposition 42. The sheaf N∆(Pα, Pα) is the constant rank one sheaf on T(α).
Proof. Let us describe the functor on ArbT whose nerve is the sheaf N∆(Pα, Pα). By Lemma 35, on objects this
functor is:
(R S ↪→ T ) 7→ Hom~R(Pq(i−1(α)), Pq(i−1(α))) =
k, α ∈ i(S)0, otherwise
These Hom spaces have the identity as a basis element, which must be preserved by the functorial structure, hence
gives a global section trivializing the sheaf hom. 
To describe other Hom sheaves we have to worry about the orientation of the arrows in the quiver. More generally
let
T(α, β) :=
∐
α,β∈S
q(i−1(α))≤q(i−1(β))
T(R S ↪→ T )
Proposition 43. The sheaf N∆(Pα, Pβ) is the constant rank one sheaf on T(α, β).
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FIGURE 5. The subsets A3(•, •) where A3 has the quiver structure α → β ← γ. Note that the
subsets T(λ1, λ2) depend on the directions of the arrows in T , and moreover as in the proof above
for any vertices λ1, λ2, the difference between T(λ1, λ2) and T(λ1) ∩ T(λ2) is at most deletion of
some boundary strata.
Proof. Again, let us write the functor on Arb giving rise to this sheaf. By Lemma 35, on objects it is
(R S ↪→ T ) 7→ Hom~R(Pq(i−1(α)), Pq(i−1(β))) =
k, α, β ∈ S & q(α) ≤ q(β)0, otherwise
Here, when α /∈ S, we interpret Pq(i−1(α)) as 0; and similarly for β. This shows that the sheaf has the correct stalks.
Lemma 35 also described how the functor acts on the natural basis for these spaces, showing that the sheaf is locally
constant and in fact giving a global section, showing it is constant.
Another way to see that to see the sheaf is constant is to explicitly describe the locus T(α, β) and show it is
contractible. First, note that T(α, β) ⊆ T(α) ∩ T(β), with equality if α ≤ β. Since T(α) and T(β) are both
homeomorphic to R|T |−1 and are glued together along a halfspace, their intersection is homeomorphic to a closed
ball. For the case where α  β, the inclusion is strict, so suppose that we have a simplex
[p1 → · · · → pm] ⊂ (T(α) ∩ T(β))− T(α, β)
If we denote pm = (Rm  Sm ↪→ T ), this is the same as having α, β ∈ Sm but q(α) 6= q(α ∨ β). Consider now
the correspondence q = (R  Q ↪→ Rm), where Q is some subtree of Rm containing q(α) but not containing q(β).
Then β /∈ Q ×Rm Sm, which means the simplex [p1 → . . . pm → pm → q ◦ pm] is in T(α) but not in T(β), so this
simplex is contained in the boundary of T(α) ∩ T(β). Thus Λ(α, β) is obtained by deleting parts of the boundary of
the closed ball T(α) ∩ T(β),so it is contractible. 
4. A LOCAL ORIENTATION ON AN ARBOREAL SINGULARITY
We will show that the spaces (T,N ) admit local orientations. More precisely, we will show that a rooting of T
induces a canonical isomorphism CC•(N ) ∼= ωT[1− |T |], which is moreover nondegenerate.
4.1. The dualizing complex of an arboreal singularity. Verdier’s dualizing complex on a spaceX is usually defined
as ωX = pt!k, where pt is the map to a point. As mentioned in [29, p. 91], an explicit representative is given by the
“sheaf of local singular chains”. That is, let C−d be the sheaf which on sufficiently small open sets is given by
C−d(U) = Cd(X,X \ U ; k), where Cd is the singular d-chains, and the sheaf structure is defined by the evident
restriction maps. The singular chain differential collects these into a complex of sheaves, which is quasi-isomorphic
to the dualizing complex.
There is a small subtlety one runs into when talking about the dualizing complex on an arboreal singularity as
defined in Section 3, coming from the fact that our definition of T as the nerve of the category ArbT comes with a
boundary that’s not present in Nadler’s construction [53]. This boundary ∂T is the union of all simplices [p1 → · · · →
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p] that do not start at the trivial correspondence, that is p1 6= p0. Therefore let’s define the open arboreal singularity as
a simplicial subcomplex
T◦ =
⋃
p1 6=p0
[p1 → · · · → p]
We can restrict the stratification of T given by the T(p) to T◦; this stratification of T◦ by open simplices T◦(p)
agrees exactly with the stratification originally presented in [53]. Since each stratum is an open simplex, the neigh-
borhoods of every point along each strata are all homeomorphic, so the dualizing complex of T◦ is constructible with
respect to this stratification We will only need to calculate the dualizing complex on the open arboreal singularity T◦,
and moreover T◦ ↪→ T is an open inclusion, so we can identify ωT◦ with the restriction of ωT. To give a complete
description of the dualizing complex, it suffices to identify each stalk ω−(n−1)T (T◦(p)) over each stratum, together
with the necessary generization maps.
Proposition 44. With notation as above, the stalk of ωT at a stratum labelled by a correspondence p = (R S ↪→ T )
is concentrated in degree −(n− 1), where it is given by a direct sum decomposition
ω
−(n−1)
T (T◦(p)) ∼=
⊕
α∈R
kα ∼= k|R|
where each kα ∼= k. Now suppose we have correspondences p′ = q ◦ p, where p = (R′  S′ ↪→ T ) and q = (R′
q

Q
i
↪→ R). Then the simplex [p] is in the closure of [p→ p′] and the generization map ωT(T(p))→ ωT(p′) is given, in
the decomposition above, by ⊕
α∈R
kα →
⊕
β∈R′
kβ
where 1 ∈ kα gets sent to 1 ∈ kq(α) if α ∈ S and 0 otherwise. In other words, the map adds all the factors
corresponding to vertices that get identified by the quotient q. Moreover, if one picks an orientation of a top stratum
of T, there is a canonical choice of isomorphisms above.
Proof. As mentioned above, on any space X , for sufficiently small U , there is a natural isomorphism
ωX(U) = C∗(X,X \ U)
Here, the chain complex C∗ is interpreted as a cochain complex just by negating all the degrees.
Let’s first calculate the stalk at the center of T, that is at the simplex [p0] given by the trivial correspondence.
Consider the decomposition of T into the discs T(α), and for each vertex α let Uα = U ∩ T(α) and Zα = T(α) \ Uα
where U is a small neighborhood of [p0]. Each Uα is an open disc inside of the disc T(α), so the relative homology
H∗(T(α), Zα) is k in degree n− 1 and zero in other degrees.
For an edge α− β, the Mayer Vietoris sequence for relative homology gives a distinguished triangle
C∗(T(α) ∩ T(β), Zα ∩ Zβ)→ C∗(T(α), Zα)⊕ C∗(T(β), Zβ)→ C∗(T(α) ∪ T(β), Zα ∪ Zβ)
Note that since the discs T(α),T(β) are glued by their halves, the pair (T(α) ∩ T(β), Zα ∩ Zβ) has zero relative
homology
C∗(T(α) ∩ T(β), Zα ∩ Zβ) ∼= C∗(half-ball, half-sphere) ∼= 0
so we can identify
C∗(T(α) ∪ T(β), Zα ∪ Zβ) ∼= C∗(T(α), Zα)⊕ C∗(T(β), Zβ) ∼= k2[n− 1]
We can iterate and glue the pairs T(α),T(β) according to the tree T . More specifically, take connected subtrees
Q ⊂ Q′ ⊆ T such that |Q′| = |Q|+ 1, that is the subtree Q′ is obtained from Q by adding a new vertex γ of T with
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an edge β − γ for some β ∈ Q. Now suppose by induction that we know a direct sum decomposition of the relative
cohomology of the pair obtained by taking all T(α) and Zα with α ∈ Q:
C∗(
⋃
α∈Q
T(α),
⋃
α∈Q
Zα) ∼=
⊕
α∈Q
C∗(T(α), Zα) ∼= k|Q|[n− 1]
Note that since we glued γ only to one vertex β in Q, the intersection (∪α∈QT(α)) ∩ T(γ) coincides with T(β) ∩
T(γ), and also (∪α∈QZα) ∩ Zγ = Zβ ∩ Zγ . So as noted above this pair has vanishing cohomology, and the Mayer
Vietoris distinguished triangle
C∗((
⋃
α∈Q
T(α)) ∩ T(γ), (
⋃
α∈Q
Zα) ∩ Zγ)→ C∗(
⋃
α∈Q
T(α),
⋃
α∈Q
Zα)⊕ C∗(T(γ), Zγ)→ C∗(
⋃
α∈Q′
T(α),
⋃
α∈Q′
Zα)
gives us a direct sum decomposition C∗(
⋃
α∈Q′ T(α),
⋃
α∈Q′ Zα) ∼= k|Q
′|[n− 1] Iterating this until we reach all of T
gives the desired result.
FIGURE 6. The pairs (T(α), Zα) appearing in the Mayer-Vietoris decomposition. The complements
Zα = T(α) \ Uα are in dark gray. The intersection pairs (T(α) ∩ T(β), Zα ∩ Zβ) have vanishing
relative homology.
To describe all the other stalks and generization maps, let’s first describe the map
(ωT)[p0] → (ωT)[p0→p]
from the central stalk calculated above to the stalk over a neighboring 1-simplex [p0 → p] where
p = (R
q
 S ↪→ T )
with q the contraction of a single edge µ− λ. As above, let U be a neighborhood of the origin, and take a point in the
simplex [p0 → p] inside of U0. Taking a neighborhood V ⊂ U0 of this point, we see that the map between the two
stalks of ωT is given by restriction of relative chains.
We use the same decomposition of T into discs that we have above. Let Vα = V ∩ T(α) and Yα = T(α) \ Vα. We
see that Vα = ∅ if α /∈ S, and if α ∈ S then the pair (T(α), Vα) can be homotoped to (T(α), Uα). Moreover, if we
consider an edge that’s not being contracted, say α − β 6= µ − λ, Vα and Vβ intersect in an open half-ball inside the
closed half-ball T(α) ∩ T(β), so the pair (T(α) ∩ T(β), Yα ∩ Yβ) is homotopic to (T(α) ∩ T(β), Zα ∩ Zβ) and has
vanishing relative homology.
A new feature only occurs for the edge µ − λ being contracted: every stratum adjoining the 1-simplex [p → p0]
must be labelled by correspondences where this edge is also contracted. So the neighborhood V is entirely contained
in the intersection T(µ) ∩ T(λ), and so the pair (T(µ) ∩ T(λ), Yµ ∩ Yλ) is homotopic to (T(µ), Yµ) and has relative
homology H∗(T(µ) ∩ T(λ), Yµ ∩ Yλ) ∼= k[n− 1].
Now we can apply the same process as above and iterate over all edges of the original tree T . Suppose we start
with a subtree Q of T such that Q ⊂ R,Q ⊂ S, meaning no edge of Q gets contracted by q, and suppose by induction
that we already know a direct sum decomposition
C∗(
⋃
Q
T(α),
⋃
Q
Yα) ∼=
⊕
Q
C∗(T(α), Yα) ∼= k|Q|[n− 1]
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Consider the Mayer-Vietoris triangle for adjoining an extra vertex γ via an edge β − γ as above. The relative chain
restriction maps give a map between the distinguished triangles
C∗(T(β) ∩ T(γ), Zβ ∩ Zγ) //

⊕
α∈Q C∗(T(α), Zα)⊕ C∗(T(γ), Zγ) //

⊕
α∈Q′ C∗(T(α), Zα)

C∗(T(β) ∩ T(γ), Yβ ∩ Yγ) //
⊕
α∈Q C∗(T(α), Yα)⊕ C∗(T(γ), Yγ) // C∗(
⋃
Q′ T(α),
⋃
Q′ Yα)
Since this is a map of distinguished triangles it suffices to know two of the vertical maps. There are three cases to
be checked. Suppose γ ∈ S but β − γ 6= µ − λ: the two terms on the left vanish, and the remaining maps are
all isomorphisms. Now suppose γ /∈ S: the two terms on the left vanish, but then since Vγ = ∅ the vertical map
C∗(T(γ), Zγ)→ C∗(T(γ), Yγ) is zero so the direct sum factor C∗(T(γ), Zγ) of C∗(∪Q′T(α),∪Q′Zα) gets killed by
the restriction map. The last case to consider is when the vertex being added is λ via the contracted edge µ− λ. Then
the intersection (T(µ) ∩ T(λ), Yµ ∩ Yλ) has relative homology k in degree n − 1 so the map above in degree n − 1
becomes
0 //

⊕
α∈Q Cn−1(T(α), Zα)⊕ Cn−1(T(λ), Zλ) //

⊕
α∈Q′ Cn−1(T(α), Zα)

k //
⊕
α∈Q Cn−1(T(α), Yα)⊕ Cn−1(T(λ), Yλ) // Cn−1(
⋃
Q′ T(α),
⋃
Q′ Yα)
Where the middle vertical map Cn−1(T(λ), Zλ) → Cn−1(T(λ), Yλ) is restriction of relative chains, so it is an
isomorphism k ∼→ k. Thus Cn−1(
⋃
Q′ T(α),
⋃
Q′ Yα)
∼= k|Q|, and does not gain an extra direct sum factor k from
Cn−1(T(λ), Yλ). A better way of phrasing this is that we have a decomposition
C∗(
⋃
Q′
T(α),
⋃
Q′
Yα) ∼=
⊕
α∈q(Q′)
kα
one factor kα ∼= k for each vertex α in the image q(Q′) ⊂ R, since µ and λ contribute only one factor k(µλ) of k.
Using this decomposition, we can write down the vertical restriction map on the right as:⊕
α∈Q′
kα →
⊕
α∈q(Q′)
kα
which is an isomorphism on all factors except for kµ ⊕ kλ → kµλ where it is addition of cochains.
We can calculate all the other stalks and maps by iterating this procedure, since every correspondence of trees
can be decomposed into successive contraction of a single edge; this gives the calculation in the theorem. Note that
in order to describe the maps as addition, we implicitly used the fact that we have a distinguished basis element
1 ∈ Hn−1(T(α), Zα). Picking this element uniquely requires picking a orientation of each disc T(α); in fact since
all discs are glued it is only necessary to pick an orientation of one of the discs, or equivalently an orientation of a
top-dimensional stratum of T. 
4.2. The Hochschild homology and the cyclic homology sheaf. Recall that the Hochschild homology of an algebra
A is calculated by the Hochschild chain complex
CC•(A) : · · · → A⊗A⊗A→ A⊗A→ A
where A⊗n is placed in degree −n, and the differential d−n : C−n(A)→ C−n+1(A) given by
d(xn ⊗ · · · ⊗ x0) = xn−1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ x0xn +
n−1∑
i=0
(−1)ixn ⊗ · · · ⊗ xi+1xi ⊗ · · · ⊗ x0
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Remark. Recall that even though we denote CC• we are still using a cohomological (increasing) grading for all our
complexes; in most definitions of Hochschild homology this is given in positive degrees and graded homologically but
we invert the degrees since this is more natural in the context of Hochschild homology as a left derived tensor product.
We are interested in the stalks of the Hochschild homology sheaf CC•(N ) and of the cyclic homology sheaf
CC•(N )S1 , which are the Hochschild/cyclic homology of the stalks ofN , i.e., of the categories Perf(~T ). To calculate
these, recall that Hochschild/cyclic homology is invariant under dg Morita equivalences, and for any dg-algebra A,
there is a quasi-isomorphism of Hochschild complexes CC•(A) ∼= CC•(Perf -A) with the Hochschild homology
of the category of perfect A-modules [38], with compatible S1 actions Thus we need only know the Hochschild
homology HH∗(k[~T ]) = H∗(CC•(k[~T ])) and the circle action on it. But this is a well known result in the case of an
acyclic quiver:
Proposition 45. [11] Let ~Q be an acyclic quiver. Then HH0(k[ ~Q]) = k|Q| and all higher Hochschild homologies
vanish. Moreover the S1 action on the Hochschild complex is trivial, i.e. the cyclic complex is given by
CC•(k[ ~Q])S1 = H∗(BS1)⊗ CC•(k[ ~Q]) = k[u]⊗ CC•(k[ ~Q])
with u being the canonical generator of H∗(BS1) in degree 2, and the map CC•(k[ ~Q]) → CC•(k[ ~Q])S1 sends
x 7→ 1⊗ x
Proof. For convenience of the reader, we indicate the proof. Since ~Q is a tree, k[ ~Q] has a basis whose elements are the
paths from vertex α to vertex β. These include the idempotents |α〉〈α|. Consider the subspace ∆n of k[ ~Q]⊗n spanned
by the powers of the idempotents |α〉〈α|⊗n, and its complement Ln spanned by all other tensor products of paths.
The Hochschild chain complex then splits as C∗(k[ ~Q]) = ∆∗⊕L∗. The complex L∗ is acyclic, ultimately because
~Q has no cycles. The diagonal subcomplex ∆∗ is |Q| copies of the Hochschild chain complex for the base field k.
As for the cyclic homology, consider Connes’ long exact sequence connecting the Hochschild homology HH∗(k[~T ]) =
H∗(CC•(k[~T ])) and cyclic homology HC∗(k[~T ]) = H∗(CC•(k[~T ])S1):
· · · → HHn(k[~T ])→ HCn(k[~T ])→ HCn−2(k[~T ])→ HHn−1(k[~T ])→ · · ·
The result then follows immediately. 
Since all the S1 actions we consider will be trivial, we will ignore it from now on; every map out of CC•(k[~T ]) can
be factored through the map CC•(k[~T ]) → CC•(k[~T ])S1 by sending u 7→ 0, so for all our applications we can just
construct maps out of/into the Hochschild homology CC• itself.
There is a natural basis on HH0(Perf( ~Q)) = HH0(k[ ~Q]) ∼= k|Q|, given by the images of the idempotents |α〉〈α| ∈
k[ ~Q], or equivalently, of the modules Pα ∈ Perf( ~Q). Note that this basis depends on ~Q and not just the underlying
graph. In terms of these bases, Lemma 35 gives the generization functors of the Hochschild homology sheaf.
Proposition 46. Let p = (R  S ↪→ T ) be a correspondence inducing a functor Perf(~T )→ Perf(~R). The induced
map between Hochschild homologies is given by
|α〉〈α| 7→
|q(i−1(α))〉〈q(i−1(α))| if α ∈ i(S)0 otherwise
4.3. Comparison. Comparing Proposition 44 with Propositions 45 and 46 gives an abstract isomorphismCC•(N ) ∼=
ωT[1− n].
Remark. Again, technically this is an isomorphism of sheaves only on the open arboreal singularity T◦, but this
difference will be of no effect to our calculations.
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The choice of this isomorphism is not unique, but as we saw above, upon fixing the decomposition of T as the
union of discs T(α) and an orientation of one of these discs, we get distinguished bases for the stalks of ωT[1− n]. In
addition if we pick a root in T this induces choices of roots in all R, and we get sets of distinguished elements |α〉〈α|
in all the stalks of CC•(N ). We can then make a canonical choice of isomorphism CC•(N ) ∼−→ ωT[1 − n], which
on a stalk over the stratum T(R S ↪→ T ) gives the isomorphism
HH0(k[~R])
∼−→
⊕
α∈V (R)
kα
sending |α〉〈α| to 1 ∈ kα ∼= k in the direct sum decomposition of proposition 44.
4.4. Nondegeneracy. Recall we have constructed an isomorphism CC•(N ) ∼−→ ωT[−d], with d = |T | − 1.
Theorem 47. This local orientation is nondegenerate.
Proof. We are trying to show that, for any objects x, y of N (T), the map
N∆(x, y)→ HomT(N∆(y, x), ωX)[−d]
induced by the orientation is an isomorphism. Since both sides give triangulated bi-functorsN (U)×N (U)→ Sh(U),
it is enough to check the assertion on generators of the category. We use the projective objects Pα as generators.
As calculated in Proposition 43, the sheaf N∆(Pα, Pβ) is the constant sheaf on T(α, β). Let us check that the
sheaves N∆(Pα, Pβ) and HomT(N∆(Pβ , Pα), ωT)[−d] are isomorphic by analyzing the topology of T(α, β) and
T(β, α).
Let γ = α ∨ β be the minimum point in the geodesic between α and β, so T(β, α) = T(β, γ) ∩ T(α). We will
describe the topology of the subset T(β, γ) for γ ≤ β. The space T(β, γ) is a subset of the closed discs T(β) and
T(γ), and only differs from the intersection on its boundary. In fact we have
(T(β) ∩ T(γ)) \ T(β, γ) =
∐
β,γ∈S
q(β)6=q(γ)
T(p)
If q(β) 6= q(γ) then there is a correspondence q that deletes q(β) and keeps q(γ), i.e. there’s a map of the form
[p1 → · · · → p] → [p1 → · · · → p → q ◦ p]. This last simplex is not in T(β), so [p1 → · · · → p] must be
on the boundary of T(β) ∩ T(γ). Conversely, this map only can exist if q(β) 6= q(γ) in the correspondence p, so
(T(β) ∩ T(γ)) \ T(β, γ) is exactly the boundary of T(β) ∩ T(γ) inside of T(β) ∪ T(γ). Thus
T(β, γ) ↪→ T(β) ∪ T(γ)
is an open inclusion, with closure T(γ, β) = T(β) ∩ T(γ). Obviously when β = γ all these are the same.
For any vertices µ, λ, let’s denote the open inclusion
iµλ : T(µ, λ) ↪→ T(µ) ∪ T(λ)
and the closed inclusions
jµλ : T(µ) ∪ T(λ) ↪→ T
jµ : T(µ) ↪→ T
The sheaf N∆(Pα, Pβ) is supported on the subset T(α, γ) ∩ T(β), so it can be expressed in terms of the constant
sheaf on T(α, γ) by
N∆(Pα, Pβ) = jβ,∗j∗βjαγ,!iαγ,!kT(α,γ)
Similarly we have N∆(Pβ , Pα) = jα,∗j∗αjβγ,!iβγ,!kT(β,γ)
Let’s denote by DX : F 7→ HomX(F , ωX) the Verdier duality operation. As preparation for the proof of nonde-
generacy, let’s first check if there is at least an isomorphism between
N∆(Pα, Pβ) and HomT(N∆(Pβ , Pα), ωT)[−d] = DT(N∆(Pβ , Pα))[−d]
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Verdier duality intertwines the pairs of functors f∗, f! and f∗, f !, so
DT(N∆(Pβ , Pα))[−d] ∼= DTjα,∗j∗αjβγ,!iβγ,!kT(β,γ)[−d] ∼= jα,!j!αjβγ,∗iβγ,∗DT(β,γ)kT(β,γ)[−d]
Since T(β, γ) is homeomorphic to an open ball (it is the intersection of two discs with the boundary removed),
DT(β,γ)kT(β,γ) ∼= kT(β,γ)[d]. Also, by proper base change, j!αjβγ,∗ = j1,∗j!2, where j1, j2 are the closed inclusions
j1 : T(α) ∩ T(β) ∩ T(γ) ↪→ T(α), j2 : T(α) ∩ T(β) ∩ T(γ) ↪→ T(β) ∩ T(γ)
But since iβγ is the inclusion of T(β, γ) into its closure T(β) ∩ T(γ), the sheaf j!2iβγ,∗kT(β,γ) is isomorphic to
j∗3 iαγ,!kT(α,γ), for j3 : T(α) ∩ T(β) ∩ T(γ) ↪→ T(α) ∩ T(γ) so we have
DT(N∆(Pβ , Pα))[−d] ∼= jα,!j1,∗j∗3 iαγ,!kT(α,γ)
But denoting j4 : T(α) ∩ T(β) ∩ T(γ) ↪→ T(β) we have jα,!j1,∗ ∼= jβ,∗j4,! and then performing another base change
we get
DT(N∆(Pβ , Pα))[−d] ∼= jβ,∗j∗βjαγ,!iαγ,!kT(α,γ)[−d] = N∆(Pα, Pβ)
Verdier duality thus induces an isomorphism between these sheaves. It still remains to check that the local orientation
we defined indeed induces this isomorphism.
Since we have an isomorphism CC•(N ) ∼= ωT[−d], this gives an identification
HomT(N∆(Pβ , Pα), ωT)[−d] ∼= N∆((Pβ , Pα),CC•(N ))
We have to prove that the sheaf morphism given by the trace
N∆(Pα, Pβ)→ HomT(N∆(Pβ , Pα),CC•(N ))
is an isomorphism, which can be checked on stalks. We will perform the calculation at the origin, so we will need a
description of the sections of the sheaf Hom on a neighborhood around the origin:
HomT(N∆(Pβ , Pα),CC•(N ))(U) = Hom(N∆(Pβ , Pα)|U ,CC•(N )|U )
consisting of compatible collections of morphisms between N∆(Pβ , Pα) and CC•(N ) on all the strata. For every
stratum T(p), we have a map
Hom(N∆(Pβ , Pα)|U ,CC•(N )|U )→ Hom(N∆(Pβ , Pα)T(p),CC•(N (T(p))))
and a collection of such morphisms is a morphism of sheaves iff the diagram
N∆(Pβ , Pα)T(p) //

CC•(N (T(p)))

N∆(Pβ , Pα)T(p′) // CC•(N (T(p′)))
commutes whenever T(p) is in the closure of T(p′), i.e. whenever there’s a map of correspondences p→ p′.
Let pmax = (Rmax
q
 T ∼−→ T ) be the “maximal” correspondence defined by contracting the geodesic from β to
γ = α ∨ β. Then consider the composition of the trace morphism at the origin with taking sections on the stratum
T(pmax):
HomN (U)(Pα, Pβ)
tr
//
f
++
Hom(N∆(Pβ , Pα)|U ,CC•(N )|U )

Hom(Hom~Rmax(Pq(β), Pq(α)),CC•(Perf(
~Rmax)))
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We know from the Verdier duality argument above that the top two are abstractly isomorphic and are either both
zero or k. The only nontrivial case to check is when α ≤ β, where they are both isomorphic to k. So in that case it is
enough to check the injectivity of
f : Hom(Pα, Pβ)→ Hom(Hom(Pq(α), Pq(β)),CC•(Perf(~Rmax)))
But by definition this map factors through the isomorphism Hom~T (Pα, Pβ) → Hom~Rmax(Pq(α), Pq(β)). Moreover,
the map
Hom~Rmax(Pq(α), Pq(β))→ Hom(Hom~Rmax(Pq(α), Pq(β)),CC•(Perf(~Rmax)))
is the adjoint map to the trace pairing, so the morphisms of sheaves induces an isomorphism at the origin. The
calculation of the other stalks are analogous and can be obtained by a substitution of ~R for ~T and ωR[−d] for ωT[−d].

Example. Consider the arboreal singularity T for the quiver T = α → β ← γ. Here β = α ∨ γ, and the sheaves
N∆(Pα, Pγ) and N∆(Pγ , Pα) are the constant sheaves respectively supported on the subsets T(α, γ) and T(γ, α) of
Figure 5, which are switched by Verdier duality (up to a shift).
4.5. Generalized arboreal singularities. In [54, Sec. 4.4], Nadler defines “generalized arboreal singularities”, which
are degenerate forms of arboreal singularities appearing in the expansion of certain Legendrian singularities. A gen-
eralized arboreal singularity can be obtained from an ordinary arboreal singularity by deleting some of the strata, and
its data is encoded by a rooted tree ~T together with a subset of marked leaves ` ⊆ V (T ), such that every element of
` is maximal for the partial order induced by the rooting. Let us define ~T+ to be the rooted tree obtained from ~T by
adjoining a new vertex α+ with an edge α+ → α for every α ∈ `.
Definition 48. (following Prop. 4.29 in [54]) The generalized arboreal singularity T∗ corresponding to (~T , `) is the
stratified space obtained from the arboreal singularity T+ by deleting the subsets T(pα) ∪ T(p(α+α)) for every α ∈ `,
where we use the parenthesis notation of subsection 3.4, i.e. pα denotes the correspondence pt α ↪→ Q and p(α+α)
denotes the correspondence pt α+α ↪→ Q.
FIGURE 7. The generalized arboreal singularity corresponding to the singleton quiver ~T = α with
the vertex also a marked leaf ` = {α}. Here we obtain T∗ from deleting some of the strata in the
arboreal singularity T+ corresponding to the augmented quiver α+ → α.
Let us denote by L ⊂ T+ to be the union of the deleted strata (corresponding to a set of marked leaves `), such that
T∗ = T+ \ L. Consider the subsheaf of NT+ spanned by objects with zero stalks along L. We restrict this subsheaf
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FIGURE 8. The generalized arboreal singularity corresponding to the A2 quiver ~T = α → β with
marked leaf ` = {α}. Here we obtain T∗ from deleting some of the strata in the arboreal singularity
T+ corresponding to the augmented quiver α+ → α→ β. One of the remaining strata, the stratum
T+(pα+α) is marked in bold for reference since it will appear in the lemma below
to T∗ and denote this restriction by NT∗ ; this will be our local model for Nadler’s sheaf on the generalized arboreal
singularity T∗
Remark. Nadler does not explicitly describe this sheaf in [54]; instead constructing these generalized arboreal singu-
larities as the positive coray bundle of some singular hypersurface, thus specifying a sheaf of categories by specifying
the microsupport. The description of NT∗ is just a reformulation in a more combinatorial language.
Lemma 49. For any α ∈ ` and any open U ⊆ T∗ intersecting the subset T(pα+α), the stalk of any object in NT∗ on
any stratum in T(pα+α) ∪ T(pα+) is zero.
Proof. By definition, the stalk of sheaf NT+ on any stratum in T(pα+α) is equivalent to Perf(A2). Let [· · · → pα+α]
be the label of such a stratum; there are three generization morphisms from it, to the strata labeled by
[· · · → pα+α → pα], [· · · → pα+α → pα+ ], [· · · → pα+α → p(α+α)]
which we know to be modeled on the three correspondence functors Perf(A2) → Perfk sending a representation
V
f→W to
Cone(f), V, W
respectively.
But by definition of NT∗ , every object in NT∗(U) has stalk zero at both strata [· · · → pα+α → p(α+α)] and
[· · · → pα+α → pα], so under the correspondence to Perf(A2) its stalk on [· · · → pα+α] is an object of Perf(A2) that
maps to zero under two of the functors above. The only object with this property is the zero object which maps to zero
under all the three functors, so the stalk of the object inNT∗(U) vanishes on all the four strata we are considering. 
Remark. This is not to say that we could also delete the subset T(pα+) from our arboreal singularity; some other open
set could intersect T(pα+) without intersecting T(p(α+α)). The lemma above would not apply and there could be
non-zero stalks along T(pα+).
We would like to reformulate these definitions to match the description of subsection 2.5. Consider the cosheaf
WT+ on T+ of 3.5.3 such thatNT+ ∼=WppT+ , and let us define Y to be a small open neighborhood of the locally closed
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subset ⋃
α∈`
T(p(α+α)) ∪ T(pα) ∪ T(pα+α)
such that Y is contained in ⋃
α∈`
T(p(α+α)) ∪ T(pα) ∪ T(pα+α) ∪ T (pα+)
i.e. the open neighborhood Y only extends into neighboring strata along the closed part of the boundary.
Lemma 50. This choice of Y satisfies the conditions of 2.5, i.e. for any small open U such thatWT+(U) is saturated,
WT+(U ∩ Y) is also saturated and the map
WT+(U ∩ Y)→WT+(U)
is fully faithful.
Proof. Note first that the closures of any two among the connected components T(p(α+α)) ∪ T(pα) ∪ T(pα+α only
intersect at the origin, because each leaf α ∈ ` is at distance at least two from any other leaf. So if U does not contain
the origin, it intersects at most one of the connected components of Y and then we know that the mapWT+(U ∩Y)→
WT+(U) is modeled on Perf(A2) ↪→ Perf( ~Q) for the embedding of the subquiver α+ → α into some subquotient ~Q
of ~T+, which is fully faithful.
The only new case to check is when U is a neighborhood of the origin. In that case U ∩ Y is a disjoint union of |`|
many opens, and the map is modeled on the embedding⊔
α∈`
Perf(A2) ↪→ Perf(~T )
which is fully faithful because all the α ∈ ` are incomparable in the quiver ~T+, so there are no morphisms of any
degree between any two objects in the images of different copies of Perf(A2). 
Thus we get a smooth and locally saturated quotient cosheaf
WT+/Y(U) = cofib(WT+(U ∩ Y)→WT+(U))
and we define a smooth and locally saturated cosheaf on the generalized arboreal singularity T∗ by restriction:
WT∗ :=WT+/Y|T∗
which makes sense (though we have a cosheaf) because we are restricting to a union of strata.
For any open set V ⊆ T∗ we can find some small neighborhood U ⊆ T+ such that V = U ∩ T∗. By the results in
subsection 3.5.3 we have
NT+(U) = Hom(WT+(U),Perfk)
and since we defined NT∗ as a subsheaf we have a map
NT∗(V ) ↪→ Hom(WT+(U),Perfk)
By the lemmas above every object in NT∗(V ) has zero stalks along Y, i.e. maps every object in the image of the
embeddingWT+(U ∩ Y) to zero, so by the universal property of the quotient this factors through a map
NT∗(V )→ Hom(WT∗(V ),Perfk) =:WppT∗ (V )
These maps all assemble into a morphism of sheaves of categories NT∗ →WppT∗ by functoriality of the quotient.
Lemma 51. This is an isomorphism of sheaves of categories.
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Proof. It is enough to check on stalks, or equivalently on small enough open sets V , such that the corresponding
neighborhood in T+ is such thatWT+(U) andWT+(U ∩ Y) are saturated and the corestriction map is fully faithful.
In that case the quotient
WT+(U ∩ Y) ι //

WT+(U)
q

0 // WT/Y(U) =WT∗(V )
has a description [44] as the subcategory ofWT+(U) spanned by objects which map to zero under the right adjoint of ι,
and moreover this embedding is right adjoint to q. But because the two categories on the top row are saturated then this
right adjoint is precisely the restriction mapNT+(U)→ NT+(U ∩Y), so we get an inverseWppT∗ (V )→ NT∗(V ). 
In conclusion, we can use the results of 2.5, so the non-degenerate orientation onNT+ restricts to a non-degenerate
orientation on the generalized arboreal singularity NT∗ .
5. GLOBAL ORIENTATIONS
We have constructed above local orientations on the local models (T,WT), by giving a non-degenerate orientation
on the sheafNT =WppT of pseudo-perfect modules. For an arbitrary locally arboreal space (X,W), it follows that the
Hochschild homology sheaf CC•(Wpp) is locally isomorphic to the dualizing complex, and has trivial S1 action. In
this section we study the obstruction to global orientability, and note a class of examples in which it vanishes.
5.1. The obstruction to orientability. Note, by Verdier duality, Hom(ωX, ωX) = kX . It follows that on a locally
arboreal space (X,W), we have CC•(Wpp) ∼= ωX ⊗ L, for some locally constant rank one sheaf L. Such sheaves
are classified by H1(X, k∗).
Theorem 52. The obstruction to orientability is the image of a class w1(X,W) ∈ H1(X,±1).
Proof. Rather than work with sheafified Hochschild homology, we could have worked with a sheafified Grothendieck
groupK0. The Dennis trace map fromK-theory to Hochschild homology induces a morphismK0(O)→ CC•(Wpp).
EvidentlyK0(Perf(~T )) = Z|T |. This morphism becomes an isomorphism after tensoring with k. The above matching
with the dualizing sheaf would have all worked just as well for K0 as CC, except now we can work over Z. In
particular we see thatK0(O) ∼= ωX ⊗L over Z. Thus L is classified by an element of H1(X,Z∗) = H1(X,±1). 
Remark. The space of choices of possibleW over a given locally arboreal space X is a torsor over
H1(X,Aut(W))nH2(X,Aut(1W)) = H1(X,Z)nH2(X, k∗)
There are no other terms because there is no higher local automorphisms of the cosheafW , since Hochschild coho-
mology of the tree quivers is just k in degree zero and nothing else [73]. Here, the fact that the connected components
of the local automorphisms of the cosheaf of categoriesW are just the shift functor can be seen by observing that, for
an arboreal singularity T, the restriction from T to the smooth locus of T remembers the subcategories generated by
every indecomposable.
Our w1(X,W) is the reduction mod 2 of the above H1 information; which takes values in a vector space rather
than a torsor because we have now the basepoint given by comparison with the dualizing sheaf.
5.2. Global orientations from immersed front projections.
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5.2.1. The Kashiwara-Schapira sheaf. One way in which locally arboreal spaces (X,W) can arise is by taking, inside
the cotangent bundle T ∗M of an ambient manifold M , the union of the zero section and a cone over a general
position Legendrian which itself has arboreal singularities. The sheaf Wpp then arises as the restriction of the so-
called Kashiwara-Schapira sheaf of categories [53], and the cosheafW is the cosheaf of “wrapped microlocal sheaves”
described in [55].
The resulting categories are already quite rich. On the one hand, they provide powerful invariants in symplectic
and contact geometry which are closely related to, but conceptually simpler than, the holomorphic curve invariants.
For some of their applications and comparisons see, e.g. [57, 51, 71, 30, 31, 32, 70, 59, 67, 69, 33, 67, 19, 20]. On the
other hand, many spaces of interest for other reasons can be constructed as moduli of objects in these categories, e.g.,
positroid varieties, cluster algebras from surfaces, and wild character varieties [69, 68]. We will recall some explicit
examples in Section 6.
Let us briefly recall the notions of microlocalization and of the Kashiwara-Schapira sheaf of categories. Given a
sheaf F on a manifold M , the locus of codirections in which the sections fail to propagate is called the microsupport
of F . The properties of the microsupport are developed in [45], where in particular it is shown that the microsupport
is a conical co-isotropic subset of T ∗M , which is Lagrangian if and only if F is constructible.
Let M be a manifold and L ⊂ T ∗M a conical Lagrangian. We write shL(M) for the category of sheaves with
microsupport in L. A fundamental result is that the category of sheaves with microsupport in L localizes, not only
over M , but in fact over L.
Theorem 53. [45, Chap. 6] The category shL(M) of sheaves on M with microsupport in L is the global sections of
a constructible sheaf of categories on L, obtained by sheafifying the presheaf
U 7→ {shL(M)}/{shL∪T∗M\U (M)}
We call this sheaf the Kashiwara-Schapira sheaf on L, and write it as µloc.
In the neighborhood of a smooth point of L, there is a non-canonical isomorphism from µloc to the category of
derived local systems on L.
Remark. The above result is essentially proven, but not stated, in [45], presumably because the requisite homotopical-
algebraic foundations enabling manipulations of sheaves of dg categories were not current at the time of writing of
that book. However, given such foundations, the above statement can readily be extracted from results in [45]; see e.g.
[31, 52] or [68, Sec. 3.1].
In particular, a (possibly singular) Legendrian Λ ⊂ T∞M carries a Kashiwara-Schapira sheaf, given by restricting
the Kashiwara-Schapira sheaf from the union of M with the positive cone over Λ. It follows from the theory of
contact transformations developed in [45, Sec. 7] that the stalk of this sheaf at a point depends only on the local
contact geometry. A more global version of this statement appears in [30].
The relation to the sheaves of categories on the locally arboreal spaces is the following:
Theorem 54. [53] For each a rooted tree ~T , there is a Legendrian embedding T ↪→ T∞RT and a canonical isomor-
phism N ∼= µloc.
Remark. It follows from the theory of contact transformations that for any Legendrian embedding T ↪→ T∞RT (with
behavior at the singularities constrained in a sense clarified in [54]), there is again an isomorphism N ∼= µloc. The
union of the cone over T and the zero section RT is again an arboreal singularity, corresponding now to the graph
obtained by attaching one vertex below the root of ~T and making this the new root. Again the sheaf µloc on this larger
space is identified with the sheaf N .2
2Something to this effect is asserted but not proven in the current version of [53]; hopefully a proof will be provided in a later version or a later
paper.
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5.2.2. Immersed front projections. We say that a Legendrian Λ ⊂ T∞M has an immersed front projection when the
projection Λ→M is an immersion. In this case, there is a natural identification of the Kashiwara-Schapira sheaf with
the category of local systems on Λ, i.e., µloc(Λ) = loc(Λ). For this result in the embedded case, see [45, Chap. 4];
the immersed case is no different, an explicit discussion can be found in [68].
We say that the front projection has normal crossings when it is locally diffeomorphic to a union of coordinate
hyperplanes.
Lemma 55. Let M be a manifold, Λ ⊂ T∞M a smooth Legendrian with normal crossings projection Let m ∈M be
a point where the front projection of Λ is immersed with normal crossings image. Let U be a conical neighborhood
of m in X = M ∪ R+Λ. Then there is a canonical isomorphism of (U, µloc) with (a trivial factor times) an arboreal
singularity corresponding to a star quiver, given by a single root vertex with as many leaves as there points of Λ over
m.
Proof. Let pi : T∞M → M , and d = dimM . Around a smooth point of pi(Λ) on the base M , U is homeomorphic
to Rd with a d-dimensional half-space glued to a coordinate hyperplane, which is homeomorphic to the local model
A2 × Rd−1.
FIGURE 9. The case d = 2. The neighborhood of a point in the front projection of the Legendrian
Λ is homeomorphic to either A2 ×R = Star1 ×R or A3 = Star2. Note that in general it is the star
quivers Stark that appear, and not the Ak series
Similarly, around a singular point of pi(Λ) by the normal crossings condition, U is homeomorphic to Rd with k
half-spaces glued along k coordinate hyperplanes. Consider now the arboreal singularity Stark corresponding to the
star quiver with k leaves; this is homeomorphic to Rk with k half-spaces glued along coordinate hyperplanes. By
comparison we have a homeomorphism U ∼= Stark × Rd−k. 
Consider now the Kashiwara-Schapira sheaf µlocX. By the inspection above and results of Nadler [53, 54], on a
neighborhood homeomorphic to some arboreal singularity model U ∼= Stark ×Rd−k, this sheaf is locally isomorphic
to the Nadler sheaf of categories NStark , and there is a corresponding cosheaf µlocwX of wrapped microlocal con-
structible sheaves. So (X, µlocwX ) is a locally arboreal space, with a sheaf of categories µlocX = (µlocwX )pp, and by
the following result a sufficient criterion for its orientability is the orientability of the base manifold M .
Theorem 56. Let M be a compact oriented manifold of dimension d, with a given orientation kM
∼−→ ωM [−d]. Let
Λ ⊂ T∞M be a smooth Legendrian whose projection to M has normal crossings, and X = M ∪ R+Λ. Then the
locally arboreal space (X, µlocwX ) admits a local orientation, given by an isomorphism CC•(µlocX)
∼−→ ωX[−d],
extending the orientation on M , i.e. which agrees with the given orientation onM when restricted to the smooth locus
on M .
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Proof. To establish a local orientation we just have to pick a coherent set of choices of local isomorphismsCC•(µlocU )
∼−→
ωU [−d]. By 4.3, we can pick each local isomorphism by fixing three sets of data: a decomposition of U into over-
lapping “discs” (each homeomorphic to Rd) labelled by vertices of the quiver, coherent orientations of the discs, and
a choice of root for the quiver. The first two determine distinguished basis sets in the stalks of ωX and the latter
determines distinguished basis sets in the stalks of CC•(µlocX).
FIGURE 10. The coorientation of the front projection pi(Λ) defines a decomposition of U ∼= A3
into discs A3(α) labelled by each vertex of A3. The choice of rooting is given by picking the center
vertex of the quiver (which labels the disc along M ) to be the root, and the orientation on the discs
is the unique one extending the orientation on the base disc.
In our case, the decomposition of each neighborhood is given by the natural coorientation of the front projection of
the Legendrian: we declare the discs to be glued along the base on the same side of pi(Λ) as the codirection coming
from that coorientation. We pick the root to be the vertex corresponding to the base disc, which is the center vertex of
the star quiver. The orientation onM also picks an orientation of every disc. SinceM is oriented, and the coorientation
of pi(Λ) is constant along each of its components, this is a coherent set of choices, i.e. is preserved by restriction. Since
CC•(µlocX) and ωX[−d] are both sheaves of vector spaces concentrated in degree zero, this determines uniquely a
global isomorphism of sheaves CC•(µlocX)→ ωX[−d]. 
6. EXAMPLES
In this section we recall various categories which arise as the global sections of a sheaf or cosheaf of categories on
an oriented locally arboreal space. As a consequence of our results, we conclude the existence of certain absolute and
relative Calabi-Yau structures.
To relate this discussion to the subject of shifted symplectic geometry, in this section we will assume [9, Theorem
1.2], which was announced in that paper and will be proven according to the authors in a sequel paper. This theorem
determines, from an absolute d-dimensional smooth Calabi-Yau structure on a categoryA, a (2−d)-shifted symplectic
structure on the the moduliMA of objects in App, and from a relative d-dimensional smooth Calabi-Yau structure on
f : A → B, a Lagrangian structure on the morphismMB →MA into the (3− d)-shifted symplectic spaceMA.
Remark. There have been similar results recently proven in the literature; in particular we have [75, Theorem 1.7]
which proves the existence of the derived Lagrangian structure in the case that A and B are smooth and proper, which
is not directly applicable to this paper since the categories of interest are smooth but not proper in general. Another
result of relevance is [78, Theorem 1.19] which applies to dg categories “concentrated in non-negative degrees” and
constructs shifted symplectic structures on their derived moduli of representations, which is the substack of the moduli
MA representing objects of zero Tor amplitude.
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Assuming the result above will give rise to shifted symplectic structures, Poisson structures, quantizations, etc.
in the appropriate circumstances [62, 10]. Direct application of our methods yield constructions in the “type A”
cases; e.g. the moduli space for a point is MPerf inside which one can find the various BGLn. We expect that
the desired symplectic structures for the analogous moduli spaces for other groups can be constructed via Tannakian
considerations as in [65, Sec. 6], but do not develop this in detail here.
Remark. In this section to ease notation we will denote the moduli stack of objects using a blackboard bold capital to
distinguish it from the category, e.g. the category of perfect complexes is denoted Perf and the moduli stack of perfect
complexes is Perf =MPerf , same for local systems Loc and Loc.
6.1. The associated graded of a filtration. Let X be a comb: a one-dimensional space formed as the union of R
and the positive cone on some n points {pi} at positive contact infinity. The category Sh{pi}(R) is equivalent to the
category Filtn of n-step filtered perfect complexes, which just means sequences of perfect complexes
F0 → F1 → . . .→ Fn
Corollary 57. The functor
Filtn → Perf⊗(n+1)k ×Perfk
F0 → . . .→ Fn 7→ (F0, Cone(F0 → F1), Cone(F1 → F2), . . . , Cone(Fn−1 → Fn)), Fn
has a 1-dimensional relative proper Calabi-Yau structure, and so assuming the theorem in [9] the corresponding map
of moduli spaces of objects
Filt→ Perf×(n+1)×Perf
is a Lagrangian mapping to a 2-shifted symplectic space.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 56. Alternatively, the fact that the comb is orientable follows from its
being contractible. 
Remark. Note that following the description in 56, the decomposition into “discs” (here intervals) is such that the
boundary of the ith interval is given by the endpoints (+∞) − (pi), if we pick the positive orientation on the base
manifold R. So in the Lagrangian map of moduli stacks the first factor Perf×(n+1) is endowed with the opposite
2-shifted symplectic structure, where the last factor Perf has the usual 2-shifted symplectic structure.
FIGURE 11. The comb X. We pick a decomposition of X into overlapping intervals; in this case the
ith interval has endpoints pi and +∞, and extending the positive orientation on R, its boundary is
(+∞)− (pi).
Restricting to the open substack Filt◦n where all Fi and allCone(Fi → Fi+1) can be represented by vector spaces in
degree zero, we see that the image of the morphism above in each factor Perf lands in some substack BGLmi ⊂ Perf ,
and moreover that each map Fi → Fi+1 is injective. Denoting m0 = dimF0,mi = dimCone(Fi → Fi+1) and
m = dimFn, this implies that m0 + · · · + mn = m. So Filt◦n splits into components labelled by collections of
integers m, {mi}, and each component has a 2-shifted Lagrangian morphism
Filt◦n(m, {mi})→ (BGLm0 × · · · × BGLmn)× BGLm
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which can be interpreted as a 2-shifted Lagrangian correspondence between BGLm and BL for the Levi subgroup
corresponding to the partition {mi}. This was originally shown in [64], where a Lagrangian correspondence
BP
|| ""
BG BL
is used to define the “partial group-valued symplectic implosion”. Note that once we fix the decompositionm = m0 +
· · ·+mn, we can identify the substack Filt◦n(m, {mi}) as the classifying space BP for the parabolic P corresponding
to L: a map from some other space X → Filt◦n(m, {mi}) determines an invariant filtration of the vector space km,
therefore up to equivalence it is the data of a P -bundle over X .
6.2. Invariant filtrations near punctures on surfaces. Let Σ be an oriented surface with boundary consisting of
n circles; draw a collection of mi concentric circles at each boundary component, and choose co-orientations and
therefore Legendrian lifts. Let Λ denote the union of these lifts. Just as in the previous subsection, the corresponding
category ShΛ(Σ) amounts to the category of sheaves on Σ with invariant filtrations at the punctures. Note that Λ∪∂Σ
is just a union of m =
∑
mi circles.
Corollary 58. The morphism ShΛ(Σ)→ Loc(Λ ∪ ∂Σ) = Loc(S1)×m is 1-shifted Lagrangian.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 56. 
Again, we can take the substack ShΛ(Σ)◦ on which the restriction of the sheaf to Σ has cohomology concentrated
in degree zero; the resulting space is an Artin stack is the classical sense, and as in the comb example above, it has
components labelled by the microlocal ranks along the boundary components; the morphism splits into components
ShΛ(Σ)◦({mi})→ [GL(m1)
GL(m1)
]× · · · × [GL(mn)
GL(mn)
]
where the stacky quotient is taken with respect to the adjoint action.
To get a space with a symplectic structure, one can choose correspondingly another 1-shifted Lagrangian morphism
to the moduli space of local systems around the boundary, and performing Lagrangian intersection between the two
1-shifted Lagrangians as in [63] this gives a 0-shifted symplectic space.
Corollary 59. The moduli space of local systems on a surface equipped with invariant filtrations at the punctures, of
which the conjugacy classes Ci of the associated graded holonomies are pre-specified, carries a 0-shifted symplectic
structure.
Proof. As in Safronov [63], this can be deduced from the above corollary (which has a different proof in that paper)
by observing that fixing a conjugacy class C in a reductive group G determines a Lagrangian morphism [CG ] → [GG ].
Performing Lagrangian intersection between ShΛ(Σ)◦({mi}) and [ C1GL(m1 ] × · · · × [ CnGL(mn ] gives the symplectic
structure on the moduli space with prescribed holonomies. 
Example. Consider Σ an oriented surface with boundary ∂Σ = union of n circles, without any Legendrians. The
Artin stack Sh(Σ)◦ has disjoint components LocGL(m)(Σ) labelled by the rank m of the local system, and so we have
1-shifted Lagrangian morphisms
LocGL(m)(Σ)→ (LocGL(m)(S1))×n =
[
GL(m)
GL(m)
]×n
and picking n conjugacy classes Ci in G, we can perform the intersection and get the so-called “tame” character
variety of Σ.
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FIGURE 12. On the surface Σ with two punctures, and with fixed microlocal rank along the con-
centric circles of Λ. If we look at the substack of ShΛ(Σ) of objects with rank 0 at the punctures,
the microlocal rank conditions mean we have rank 3 local systems equipped with invariant filtra-
tions near each puncture; in this particular case we have two filtrations respectively of the form
0 ⊂ k ⊂ k2 ⊂ k3 and 0 ⊂ k ⊂ k3
Example. Take Σ to be the open cylinder with n concentric circles around one of the boundary components, and no
circles around the other. Fixing the ranks m = m1 + · · · + mn at each boundary, we get a 1-shifted Lagrangian
morphism
ShΛ(Σ)◦ → LocGLm(S1)× LocGLm1 (S1)× · · · × LocGLmn (S1) =
[
G
G
]
×
[
L
L
]
where L is the Levi subgroup corresponding to the partition {mi}. This example also appears in [64], as a 1-shifted
Lagrangian correspondence [
P
P
]
}}   [
G
G
] [
L
L
]
where the identification of our space with [PP ] comes from the observation that an invariant filtration on Σ is the same
data as a P -local system on S1.
FIGURE 13. The restriction to the upper boundary components can be assembled into a map to [LL ]
where L is a Levi subgroup of G = GLm given by the integers {mi}. The restriction to the lower
boundary components is a map to [GG ] giving the monodromy of the G-local system
Another way of deducing this particular case is by writing Σ as the product of a circle and a comb (as in 6.1).
Therefore we have an equivalence of derived stacks
ShΛ(Σ) = RMap(S1,Filtn)
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and the Lagrangian correspondence is obtained from the correspondence in section 6.1 by applying the mapping stack
functor RMap(S1,−), which shifts the degree down to the 1-shifted Lagrangian correspondence above.
Remark. In the rank one case, when ki = 1, the correspondence [BB ] → [GG ] × [TT ] is a group version of the
Grothendieck-Springer correspondence, and we have [BB ]
∼= [ G˜G ] where G acts on the Springer resolution G˜ by conju-
gation.
6.3. Stokes filtrations near punctures on surfaces. Rather than take an invariant filtration around a puncture, one
can allow the filtration itself to undergo monodromy. The resulting notion generalizes the notion of Stokes structure;
we will call it a Stokes filtration. In most works, this was presented as suggested above: in terms of a sheaf on the
boundary circle equipped with a filtration that itself varies. This notion can be found e.g. in [49]. Defining what
precisely it means for a filtration to vary along a circle is nontrivial and somewhat mysterious at the points where the
steps in the filtration cross.
We prefer to turn this notion sideways: rather than a filtered sheaf on S1 with varying filtration, we take a sheaf on
S1 × R with microsupport in a prescribed Legendrian braid closure. This determines a filtration in the R direction,
just as in the previous examples; as it happens, the above notion exactly captures at the crossings the notion in [49] of
Stokes filtration. This idea seems to have been known to the experts, but we have not found any systematic exposition
of it in the classical literature.3
We made some attempt in this direction in [69, Sec. 3.3]. Here we simply recall that the Deligne-Malgrange account
of the irregular Riemann-Hilbert correspondence on Riemann surfaces can be formulated as follows. Suppose we are
given a Riemann surface Σ with marked points pi, and a specification of a (possibly ramified) irregular type τi, i.e.,
formal equivalence class of irregular singularity, at each. Then there is an associated Legendrian link Λ =
∐
Λ(τi),
a union of links localized near the pi, and an equivalence of categories between the irregular connections with these
singularities, and the full subcategory of ShΛ(Σ) on objects which have cohomology concentrated in degree zero, and
appropriate rank stalks and microstalks. The corresponding component of the moduli space is the moduli space of
Stokes data. Finally, the microlocal restriction morphism ShΛ(Σ) → Loc(Λ) is what would have classically been
called “taking the formal monodromies”.
Corollary 60. The morphism from a moduli space of Stokes data to the moduli space of formal monodromies is
1-shifted-Lagrangian.
Corollary 61. A moduli space of Stokes data with formal monodromies taking values in prescribed conjugacy classes
is 0-shifted-symplectic. In particular, any open substack which happens to be a scheme is symplectic in the usual
sense.
This recovers and generalizes all constructions of symplectic structures in e.g. [5, 6, 8, 50] for GLn connections.
Example. (Wild character variety) Consider a disc Σ punctured at the origin and a trivial rank n vector bundleE → Σ,
where the origin is marked with the irregular type
Q(z) =
A
zr
, r ∈ Z, A ∈ treg ⊂ gln
i.e. A has all distinct eigenvalues. A meromorphic connection ∇ on E has this irregular type if it can be brought by a
local analytic gauge transformation to the connection defined by the connection one-form dQ.
By the irregular Riemann-Hilbert correspondence, the category of meromorphic connections on the trivial vector
bundle with this irregular type is equivalent to the category of Stokes data. From the Stokes data, one can recover
3More precisely, we only know the following other occurrences of this picture. In [16], there is a letter from Deligne in which the Stokes sheaf is
viewed as a sheaf on an annulus rather than a filtered sheaf on a line. In [37], the idea that a Legendrian knot can be associated to a Stokes filtration
appears as a remark. Finally, the drawing of at least the projection of a knot already appears in the original work of Stokes [66].
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the monodromy of ∇ and the formal monodromy; this latter is an element of the centralizer ZG(A) (in this case, the
maximal torus T ) up to conjugation.
The moduli of Stokes data with fixed monodromies and formal monodromies is commonly known as the wild
character variety. Upon fixing conjugacy classes CG, CT in G and T , the wild character variety can be described as a
quasi-Hamiltonian quotient [6, 7]
(G× T × (U+ × U−)r) //CG,CT (G× T )
where U± are the unipotent subgroups corresponding to the maximal torus T . The moment map to G is taking the
monodromy around the singularity, and the map to T is taking the formal monodromy.
In our description, this category of Stokes data becomes a full subcategory of the category ShΛ(Σ) of microlocal
sheaves, for a corresponding Legendrian link Λ ⊂ T∞ around the singularity. The monodromy and formal mon-
odromy then become literal monodromies of the local systems one gets by restriction to the boundary. To explicitly
construct Λ, one can follow the prescriptions in [69, Sec. 3.3]. This can be heuristically stated in terms of the asymp-
totics of flat sections, i.e. the growth behavior of the solutions to
df
dz
=
dQ
dz
f(z)
In this case, the solutions are spanned by n different solutions fi ∼ exp(λiz−r), where λi are the eigenvalues of
A, and we only keep the exponential part of the asymptotics. The Stokes phenomenon refers to the fact that these
corresponds to asymptotics of solutions in different sectors; as we go from one sector to the other, the growth of these
solutions changes. On each sector, we draw concentric strands for the fi, ordering them by growth: the faster-growing
ones further from the origin. Whenever we cross a Stokes ray, where the solutions fi, fj switch growth asymptotics,
we introduce a crossing between the i and j strands.
FIGURE 14. The Legendrian link for the irregular type ( 1 00 1 )
1
z3 . The Legendrian link Λ ⊂ T∞Σ is
obtained by lifting the projection using the outward coorientation. The dashed lines are the Stokes
rays, where the asymptotics of formal solution changes. Note that each component of the link is
unknotted with itself: this is true of all the examples of this form.
In the case we described above (A ∈ treg), the corresponding Legendrian link Λ is the closure of a (n, 2r) braid
, cooriented outward, where we enforce the condition that the rank of the stalk inside Λ is zero, and the microlocal
ranks on each component of Λ is one. What we call the moduli of Stokes dataMΛ is the moduli of objects in the full
subcategory of ShΛ(Σ)◦ with those rank conditions. The maps given by restriction to the boundary components can
be assembled into a 1-shifted Lagrangian map
MΛ →
[
G
G
]
×
[
T
T
]
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where [GG ] is G-local systems on the boundary of the disc, and [
T
T ] is rank one local systems on Λ. In this description,
taking quasi-Hamiltonian quotient corresponds to taking intersection with another Lagrangian [CGG ] × [CTT ]. The
explicit description of the moduli spaceMΛ can be obtained by following the prescriptions in [70]; one can check that
this stack can in fact be expressed as the quotient [(G × T × (U+ × U−)r)/(G × T )], agreeing with the previously
existing description.
Example. With the same notation of the previous example, consider the irregular type
Q =
A
zr/2
, A ∈ treg ⊂ gln
where r is some odd number. Following the discussion in the last example, we get n solutions fi ∼ exp(λiz−r) The
strands i and j will cross whenever fi and fj “switch” growth asymptotics. Suppose for instance that λi, λj ∈ R.
Writing z = Reiθ the asymptotics will switch whenever Re(z−r/2) = 0, i.e. on the rays
θ =
pi
r
+
2npi
r
There are r such rays between any pair i, j even if λi, λj /∈ R: the expression for the rays is more complicated by the
number of rays doesn’t change. Therefore Λ is the closure of a (n, r) braid.
FIGURE 15. The Legendrian link for the irregular type ( 1 00 1 )
1
z3/2
. The microlocal rank on the link
Λ is 1.
The case where n = 2, r = 3 gets us a trefoil and appears in Stokes’ discussion of the Airy equation [66]. Note that
the trefoil has only one component, so the formal monodromy map lands in Lock∗(S1) ∼= [k∗k∗ ] which doesn’t stand
for TT for any maximal torus T ⊂ GL2. This explains why this more general case cannot be described just in terms of
moment maps into subgroups of G.
Remark. One can play many variations on the theme of Stokes filtrations and irregular singularities. Considering
connections with matrices A that are not in the regular locus of g, it becomes necessary to look at further less singular
terms in the expression for dQ. To find the corresponding Legendrians one can still follow the prescriptions in [69].
One obtains cablings of torus knots by other torus knots and cablings of torus knots by such cablings and so on.
But there are many other knots that one can consider: pick any positive braid and close it around the origin into a
Legendrian Λ. Picking rank conditions and monodromies around the components of Λ, this gives a symplectic space
MΛ that doesn’t necessarily come from an irregular meromorphic singularity. We can expect these spaces to carry
some of the same structures as the tame and wild character varieties; whether this is true remains a topic of future
research.
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Remark. For moduli of Stokes data for connections on higher dimensional complex varieties, the corresponding
Riemann-Hilbert theorem recently been proven [2]. We expect that it can be reformulated into an analogous “micro-
support in certain smooth Legendrians” version, from which we would be able to immediately deduce the existence of
the shifted symplectic structure.
6.4. Positroid varieties, multiplicative Nakajima varieties, and other cluster structures. The combinatorics of
cluster algebras arising from surfaces was originally organized around data given variously as a graph on a surface, a
triangulation on a surface, etc [61, 22, 26, 27, 23]. One presentation of this data is in terms of the so-called “alternating
strand diagram”, the manipulation of which by combinatorial topology [72] underlies various theorems of the cluster
algebra.
In [69], we took the perspective that the alternating strand diagram should be viewed as a Legendrian knot, that
triangulations of the surface give rise to Lagrangian fillings of it, and that all the corresponding cluster algebraic
formulas are computing the Floer homology between such fillings. In particular, the corresponding cluster X-variety
was identified as a moduli space of “rank one” objects in ShΛ(Σ), where Λ is the Legendrian lift of the alternating
strand diagram, and Σ is the base curve.
In [68], we took a slightly different perspective: rather than work from Σ,Λ, we began with a Legendrian L — one
could view it as one of the above-mentioned fillings of Λ — and attached Weinstein handles to its cotangent bundle
along Legendrians which project to simple closed curves. This perspective is yet more general than the previous.
It includes as a special case the multiplicative Nakajima quiver varieties of [15, 77, 4]; this being the case where
the attaching circles are contractible. Indeed, this case is very close to the presentation in [4]. In that reference, rather
than locally arboreal singularities, they consider the spaces which are locally either a smooth surface or modeled on
the Lagrangian singularity given by the union of the zero section and the conormal to point. However, this local model
admits a noncharacteristic deformation to the union of the zero section and the positive conormal to a circle. The
deformation is just given by the contact isotopy induced by the Reeb flow; the fact that it is noncharacteristic follows
then immediately from [30].
Thus, the present work recovers all constructions of symplectic and Poisson structures on such spaces. It will be
interesting to investigate how the deformation quantization formalism of [10] interacts with these notions.
6.5. The augmentation variety of knot contact homology. Consider a knot or link K ⊂ S3. Naturally associated
to this is the category of sheaves constructible with respect to the stratification S3 = K ∪ S3 \K. This study of this
category led recently to a proof that the Legendrian isotopy type of the conormal torus to a knot determines the knot
[67]. In an appropriate sense, it is equivalent to the a category of augmentations of knot contact homology [20].
The union of the conormal to the knot with the zero section is not arboreal, but as the above discussion of [4], this
can be remedied by perturbing the conormal torus by the Reeb flow, resulting in a skeleton given by the union of the
zero section and the positive conormal to the inward (or outward) co-oriented boundary of a tubular neighborhood of
the knot.
In any case, we can study the space of objects in this category. It has a map to the category of local systems on T 2,
which by the results here, becomes a 0-shifted Lagrangian morphism on moduli spaces. We note that the study of this
moduli space was also suggested in [4].
To select a connected component (indeed, the connected component corresponding to what is usually called the
augmentation variety), we can pick those sheaves whose microsupport on the conormal torus is rank one in degree
zero, i.e., what are called simple sheaves in [45]. We restrict further to the open locus on which objects which have no
global sections, the main point of which is to eliminant constant summands. Let us write A1(K) for this component.
Restriction to the microlocal boundary gives a map A1(K) → Lock∗(T 2) = (k∗)2. There is an analogous map in
knot contact homology, described in [58, 18, 1]. Note that objects in A1(K) are easy to understand: they are a local
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system in the complement of K, which is extended by a codimension one subspace of meridian invariants along K;
or possibly a nontrivial rank one local system supported on K.
From this point of view it is clear both why A1(K) contains the classical A-polynomial curve, and also what
are the other components: the A polynomial curve has to do with SL2 representations of the fundamental group;
any such becomes, after rescaling by an eigenvalue of the meridian, a GL2 representation with a meridian invariant
subspace. Similarly it is clear what the other components of A1(K) are. (Compare [12] for direct proofs of the
analogous statements about the augmentation variety, from which it can be deduced that A1(K) as described here is
the augmentation variety of knot contact homology, even without appeal to [20].)
Thus we have shown that the morphismA1(K)→ k∗×k∗ is (0-shifted) Lagrangian. Quantization of this morphism
features prominently in the conjectures of [1].
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